Our Mission: To improve the quality of life for GLBTQ individuals by building community through the sport of volleyball.

Minutes of the Tuesday, May 9, 2017 Meeting of the Board of Directors
Location: New York University: 25 West 4th Street – 4th Floor / New York, New York 10001
Meeting Attendance
Trevor Cano – President
Eric Eichenholtz – Secretary
Michael Hess – Treasurer
Patrick So – VP of Division Play
Leah Hughey – VP of Training
Max Szadek – VP of Administration and Outreach
Douglas Christian – Director
David Fredericks – Director

Mark Liu – Director
Yuxiang Sun – Director
John Wetsell – Director
Alan Amechazurra – Past President
Josh Christensen – Past President
Seth Eichenholtz – Past President
Lew Smith – Past President
Clovis Thorn – Grievance Officer (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
Other Gotham Leaders Present: Steven Johnson (Tournaments and Open play Leadership Group)
I.

Call to Order – Trevor called the meeting to order at 7:30 PM

II.

Approval of Minutes – April 2017 – Alan moves to approve the minutes, Doug seconds. Motion
passes by acclimation.

III.

Public Comment – Steven Johnson is present. He doesn’t have any comments at this time.

IV.

Officers’ Reports
a.

President – We will be holding our organizational meeting of the Board in June. Quorum is
important, so Trever urged all members to attend. Trevor met with the administrators at Rustin
Campus. We have always supported Rustin with sponsorship of four volleyball tournaments at the
school. Trevor learned at the meeting that a former coach no longer affiliated with the school runs
the tournaments. Trevor received clarification on the points of contact with Rustin and we now
have a new point of contact to discuss sponsorship and school support issues. Trevor expressed to
the Rustin administration that Gotham’s priority for school support is to support volleyball
programming and as a 501(c)(3), Gotham will be looking to partner and support educational
programs. Rustin remains committed to having Gotham at the school and working with our
organization. We may consider putting up a “Home of Gotham Volleyball” banner and assisting
with gym improvements.

b.

Vice President of Division Play – Patrick is meeting with the Division Play Leadership Group
right now. The group will finalize the changes to the Rules of League Play, break all ties for Fall
2017 Captain and prepare for the summer season. The End of Season tournament material is
ready to go. Trevor will confirm with Patrick that we have site managers for each session of the
tournament.
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V.

c.

Vice President of Training – Leah arrived later and gave her report just prior to adjournment. For
clarity, the discussion is included here. Leah is very proud of how all the Power classes have
progressed. If we do not limit the players, they advance very far. Leah would like to be sure that
future coaches share that philosophy. Leah is working on summer clinics for June in Howe. We
will have four Wednesday and two Monday clinics, run by various Power coaches.

d.

VP of Activities and Outreach – We made our $20,000 AIDS Walk milestone – the best ever for
our organization. We had several members raise over $1,000 each. We qualify for Gold status
next year. GHMC reached out to Max to thank him for Gotham’s commitment to GMHC and
AIDS Walk.

e.

Secretary – No report.

f.

Treasurer – Mike reviewed the current budget balances. The figured represent totals through April
30. We remain in good financial shape.

Old Business
a.

Summer Schedule – We are still determining whether to hold tryouts on June 3 or June 4. Trevor
proposes we start at 11:00 AM, as we are likely to only need four courts.

b.

FY18 Budget – Mike circulated a proposed budget for next Fiscal Year that reflects our prior
discussion. Mike also prepared a three-year comparison of the completed FY16 Budget, the
current FY17 Budget and the proposed FY18 budget.
On the expense side, we are raising our security budget to reflect increased expenses. Power
Coaching will be increased $65,000 to better reflect the actual FY17 costs. On the revenue side,
the budget includes a $10 increase in Division Play and Power dues starting in Fall 2017. With
this proposed budget, we will run a deficit of $88,440 for FY18.
Seth suggested that we prepare an explanation about this budget to educate the membership about
why the Board has decided to raise dues. Seth moves to approve the proposed FY18 Budget,
Dave seconds. Motion passes by acclimiation.

c.

Rules of Play Revision – The Division Play Leadership Group is discussing and voting on the
revisions tonight.
Spring Election Results – The full results of the Spring 2017 Election were circulated to the
Board. John Wetsell noted the Power rosters were not updated as frequently this season as in the
past and questioned whether this effected the ballots issued. Eric explained that he checked the
ballot list against the Power payment list. John stated he knew, as a fact, that a participant in
Power had dropped out but still voted in the election. Eric explained that under our new
membership structure we have a broader definition of members, including those who participated
in the Fall but not the Spring seasons, those who paid the membership fee and those who dropped
from active participation but did not request a refund. We had many more people entitled to vote
than in the past. Eric was unaware of any Power participants receiving refunds this season.
Therefore, it is very likely the individual John is referring to was entitled to vote. Steven Johnson
stated Christopher Vazquez reported to Steven that he did not receive a ballot. Trevor and Eric
noted that they did not receive any report about this. Eric asked Steven why he did not advise the
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Elections Committee of this issue. Steven explained he advised Christopher to do so. Eric
reviewed the election records and subsequently confirmed Christopher did receive a ballot and
voted.
In addition to Captain and All-Star elections, the following organizational results were certified:
i. Four at-large Director Seats on the Board of Directors were up for election. 649 votes
were cast, and the Bylaws require a successful candidate receive 45% of the vote to be
elected. Director candidate John Wetsell received 395 votes, or 60.9% of the votes cast.
Accordingly, John Wetsell is duly elected a Director-at-Large of the Gotham Volleyball
League for a term commencing June 1, 2017 and ending May 31, 2019. None of the
remaining six candidates received sufficient votes to qualify for election, necessitating a
runoff election for the remaining three seats as detailed below.
ii. There were two bylaws amendments on the ballot. The first amendment passed by a vote
of 610-14 and the second amendment passed by a vote of 595-30.
d.

Director Runoff Election – As noted above, only one candidate received a sufficient share of the
vote to be elected Director-at-Large. The remaining six Director candidates received the
following vote totals: Keith Myers, 269 votes (41.5%), Dave Fredericks, 262 votes (40.4%),
Douglas Christian, 260 votes (40.1%), Joe Hemsing, 255 votes (39.3%), Steven Johnson, 229
votes (34.5%) and Yuxiang Sun, 191 votes (29.4%).
The bylaws are silent as to what happens when a candidate fails to receive 45% of the vote. It was
the Board understood when it drafted and passed the bylaws that the elections committee would
run a runoff election. After reviewing the results, the Elections & Nominations Committee
considered various runoff options and decided to hold a runoff between the highest four remaining
candidates. The Committee believed that running all six candidates would necessitate another
runoff and wanted to avoid that result.
The top four remaining candidates were separated by only 14 votes, creating a virtual tie. There
was a relatively significant dropoff in votes between fifth and sixth place (26 votes) and the sixth
and seventh place votes (38 votes). As a result, the Committee saw a clear voter preference for the
top four remaining candidates and viewed the runoff as a way to break that virtual tie.
Steven Johnson filed a grievance on May 8 challenging the Election & Nomination Committee
decision concerning the runoff on the basis that the bylaws allow “any member” of Gotham to run
in an election. The Committee rejected Steven’s grievance, and he seeks to appeal to the Board
tonight. We will discuss Steven’s grievance in the Election & Nomination Committee report.

e.

VI.

Gotham Census – Trevor announced that we will run a census over the summer to determine the
demographic breakdown and other important data about our membership. We have not done a
census in almost 10 years.

New Business
a.

Board Appointments – The Elections and Nominations Committee will be meeting on May 18 to
review the applications received and recommend appointment to the Board, Leadership Groups
and Committees.
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VII.

Reports
a.

Communications – Mark is planning to run a membership spotlight and would like to profile a
variety of Gotham members, including some leaders. We will add the profiled members’ social
media handles.

b.

Elections and Nominations – As noted during Old Business, Steven Johnson filed a grievance
challenging how the Committee structured the runoff election for the three remaining Director-atLarge positions. Trevor reviewed the Committee’s discussion that led to the decision
(summarized above). The Committee unanimously voted to reject the grievance (with members
David Fredericks and Keith Myers abstaining because they were candidates in the election).
Trevor explained have tight turnaround because we need to begin the runoff election this week to
complete the process on time. After reviewing the basis of the decision, Trevor recognized
Steven Johnson to present his appeal.
Initially, the Board discussed the timeliness of the Grievance. The Bylaws require that a member
file a grievance against an election within 24 hours of learning the result. In this case, Trevor
notified Steven that he would not be included in the next round of the Director election on May 4
(with Steven also acknowledging that e-mail on May 4). The results were published to the full
membership of the election results on Monday, May 7. Steven did not file his grievance until
Tuesday, May 8. The Elections and Nominations Committee found Steven’s grievance untimely,
although it decided to consider it on its merits anyway. Steven contests this in his appeal,
particularly since the Committee found Steven failed to file the grievance within 24 hours of
notification to the membership as well as when he was personally notified. Trevor acknowledged
this was an error, and Steven did submit his grievance within 24 hours of notification to the
membership, but it was well beyond 24 hours after Steven himself was notified. Lew agreed the
grievance was untimely because notice is given when the person is told and Steven knew the result
for several days. Seth agreed with Trevor. Eric said he was disturbed by the fact that, if Steven
was concerned about the Committee’s actions, he did not come to Trevor at any point between
May 4 and his May 8 grievance. Eric stated that we should expect our leaders to communicate
with each other and discuss disagreements in an attempt to resolve them and that Steven did not do
that. Steven said he should not have been expected to glean who was included in the runoff from
Trevor’s May 4 email. John Wetsell expressed his belief that the 24 hour period should begin
from when the membership was notified.
The Board then proceeded to discuss the merits of Steven’s grievance. Steven noted he was
bringing this Greviance because he believed the bylaws were unclear and did not see why he was
excluded from the vote. John Wetsell agreed and stated he did not understand why the Committee
did not simply take the top candidate (who won) off as well as the bottom candidates, leaving five
candidates including Steven. Steven also suggested that all six candidates be included and that
members be required to rank all candidates to avoid further runoffs. Eric explained that these, and
other, formats were considered and rejected. The Committee felt forcing members to vote for
three or to rank everyone was undemocratic and did not honor the members’ right to express
themselves by abstaining. Eric disagreed with the idea that the Committee separated out the
bottom two candidates. Eric said the members did that by giving the bottom two candidates
significantly less support than the four candidates give in a virtual tie. Eric emphasized the
Committee was reacting to the members’ intent and the distribution of the results, not the
particular candidates.
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John Wetsell then raised a concern about whether the five members of the Elections and
Nominations Committee who are also Board members should be voting on this appeal. John
reasoned that those Board members will be biased in favor of defending their own decision. John
asked those Board members to abstain from any vote. Lew disagreed with John’s argument,
comparing this to a judge on an appeals panel voting again on an earlier decision during an appeal
to a larger en banc panel. Trevor, Eric and Seth all noted the Committee members can keep an
open mind and change their minds based on what was said. Eric observed that he actually did
originally back a runoff format that would have included all six candidates but changed his mind
based on what was discussed in the Elections Committee. Both Seth and Eric expressed concerns
that John’s argument questions the ability of Committee members to keep an open mind. Steven
asked whether the Board would be able to vote on his appeal by secret ballot. Seth responded by
expressing upset about what he believed was Steven’s implication that Board members would not
be able to fully express themselves openly in this forum, that he and the Committee’s integrity was
being questioned and offered to remove himself from the discussion any further. Seth said, as an
author of the bylaws Eric stated that he was willing to support a secret ballot and abstain if that is
what Steven needed to satisfy himself that the process was fair. However, Eric noted that he, too,
was upset about the degree to which the integrity of the Committee was being placed into
question.
Yuxiang then noted that she was one of the unsuccessful candidates and while she was
disappointed with that result, she understood the process. She noted the numbers are what they
are and accepted that result. Yuxiang questioned why a candidate would want to obtain a Board
seat through conflict and asked what was to be gained through this grievance given that the
members simply preferred the other candidates. Yuxiang also said that the issue of whether the
Bylaws need clarification is a different issue and can be addressed at another time. The focus on
this discussion should be on the grievance.
Steven stated that all he wanted was to bring this issue to the Board’s attention, and said he was
hesitant to do so. Steven thanked Lew for his level-headedness on this matter and did not
understand why other Board members seemed upset with the Grievance. Steven said this was
never about him winning the election and he would even withdraw from the race if that helped.
He just wanted to clarify the Bylaws.
Leah said she supported the idea of voting by anonymous ballot. Leah said even though the
discussion has been contentious, she was very happy to see a member fighting so hard for the right
to have a volunteer position in our organization. Leah said it was a good thing.
Eric agreed that the bylaws needed clarification, and echoed Yuxiang’s notion that we should
continue that discussion at another time.
Trevor moves to uphold the Elections and Nominations Committee decision rejecting Steven
Johnson’s grievance, Mike seconds. Leah moves to vote by secret ballot, Eric seconds.
Motion to vote by secret ballot fails by voice vote. Trevor therefore followed standard
procedure and conducted a vote by hand on the original motion. Motion to uphold the Elections
and Nominations Committee decision passes by a vote of 7 in favor and 1 against, with 3
abstentions.
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c.

Grievance – A participant in Power D has requested a prorated dues refund. Clovis announced
that he will not be returning to Gotham Leadership to focus on work, and expressed thanks for the
opportunity to serve over the last several years as Division Representative, Vice Commissioner,
Commissioner and Grievance Chair/Officer.

d.

Historian – No report.

e.

Tournaments and Open Play – We will have twelve teams for Spring Fling. We will review the
survey results at the next Leadership Group meeting.

f.

Operations – Please let Lew know if things need to be ordered/restocked. Make sure to lock up
the Rustin fans at the end of each GLOD shift over the summer.

g.

Social and Community – Max reported we had a successful first game night laws Friday. Doug
Morris ran the event and Andrew Dowdye helped out. Max is working on EOS party door shifts.
Andrew Dowdye is also going to be one of our Pride Marshalls. We are working on a date for the
Summer Welcome social. Max thanked the Activities and Outreach Leadership Group, they were
spectacular this year.

h.

Strategic Planning – Seth and Trevor are planning on a Board retreat the weekend of July 8 and 9.
We have reserved Frost Valley for January 5-7 for a full leadership retreat.

i.

Coaching – No report.

j.

Webmaster/Website Update – No report.

VIII.

Announcements -- Eric congratulates the Board for getting through a challenging transitional year.
Eric’s team won silver for the season and he had an amazing time with Power E. Max was injured but
feeling better. Lew is in “full on NAGVA Championships mode.” Leah is celebrating her 25 wedding
anniversary! Seth announced Michael is getting MBA on June 5. Mark is halfway through his term as
Director and appreciated all the help and education he got in his first year. Mark’s boyfriend is
graduating from medical school. Alan is returning for his 25th anniversary in Gotham this season.
Clovis thanked the Board for everything and hopes he may return sometime in the future. John and
Patrick won medals in Montreal. Steven thanked everyone for their time today. Trevor thanked
everyone for all of their work. We have made it through the first year in the new structure and only
have upwards to go.

IX.

Adjournment – Alan moves to adjourn, seconded by Dave. Motion passes by acclimation.
Meeting adjourned at 9:49 PM.
Next meeting will be held on June 14 at 7:30 PM at NYU, 25 West 4 Street.
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Minutes of the Thursday, April 20, 2017 Meeting of the Board of Directors
Location: New York University: 25 West 4th Street – 4th Floor / New York, New York 10001
Meeting Attendance
Trevor Cano – President
Eric Eichenholtz – Secretary
Michael Hess – Treasurer
Patrick So – VP of Division Play
Leah Hughey – VP of Training
Max Szadek – VP of Administration and Outreach
Douglas Christian – Director
David Fredericks – Director

Mark Liu – Director
Yuxiang Sun – Director
John Wetsell – Director
Alan Amechazurra – Past President
Josh Christensen – Past President
Seth Eichenholtz – Past President
Lew Smith – Past President
Clovis Thorn – Grievance Officer (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
Other Gotham Leaders Present: Kyle O’Donnell (Activities and Outreach Leadership Group)
I.

Call to Order – Trevor called the meeting to order at 7:28 PM

II.

Approval of Minutes – March 2017 – Eric moves to approve the minutes subject to Patrick’s
addition, Leah seconds. Motion passes by acclimation.

III.

Public Comment – Kyle O’Donnell is present. He doesn’t have any comments at this time.

IV.

Officers’ Reports
a.

President – Trevor thanked everyone for reviewing the budget and bylaw materials in advance.
Because we have a lot to cover, Trevor asked that we keep discussion on point. Trever had a great
Human Resources course about organizational interactions and said that the next retreat will focus
on our interactions and review of our structural changes. We are going in the right direction, but
still have some things to work through and Trevor asked for patience while we do. Trevor will
encourage the Vice Presidents to meet with their Leadership Groups to have fall planning
meetings once they are appointed in June.
Trevor also announced a new meeting structure for the Board of Directors meetings next year.
The Board will still meet about once a month but for different purposes. The Board will have four
business meetings (similar to the current format), four operations meetings (more about pressing
operational issues) and for strategic planning meetings per year. Attendance will only be
mandatory at business meetings. We are also looking at a virtual meeting format for some of the
non-business meetings. After the new Board is elected Trevor will propose a schedule based on
Board member availability.

b.

Vice President of Division Play – The Division Play Leadership Group will meet prior to the End
of Season tournaments to distribute medals and take care of pending business.
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c.

Vice President of Training – Things are going well in Power. The biggest challenge remains
staffing. Leah is in constant discussions with Jeff about coaches and there has been positive
feedback on the newly-hired coaches. PowerPlay took a step forward this season. We have
Captains and a Rep and one team even made their own team t-shirts! However, the transition
between PowerPlay and Power E is an issue to consider, as some participants in PowerPlay who
not ready for Power E get picked for a higher Division the following season have to be placed in
Power E. This has caused Power E to have a larger difference in skill level.

d.

VP of Activities and Outreach – Max is unable to make the meeting but provided reports on
community activities and social events. Our second Gotham Shopping Night went well. We are
planning for AIDS Walk and the End of Season party, as well as Pride in June.

e.

Secretary – Eric recently updated the membership list and we now have more than 1,000
members! We also recently received our 1,500 th “like” of our Facebook page.

f.

Treasurer – Mike advised the Board that Gotham our $10,000 deposit from the January End of
Season Party was not refunded. After Ben passed away, Ben’s staff does not know where the
money is and is unable to return the deposit. We do not appear to have a good option to recover
the funds. We would likely have to sue the estate for the money, and that would require legal
assistance and potentially costly litigation. The consensus of the Board is that attempting to
recover the funds is not worthwhile. Mike explained, moving forward, this will not happen
again because we will be dealing directly with the venue.
Mike passed around the current budget balances. We remain in good financial shape and are very
close to our goal, set in approximately 2007, to maintain the recommended amount of money in
the reserve fund for healthy nonprofits.

V.

Old Business
a.

Retreat Follow Up – Trevor sees the follow-up items as a summer project. Some of the follow up
includes the creation of the Gotham League Information Management System (GLIMS), resolving
whether to convert our independent contractors to employees, creation of job descriptions and
leadership orientation and training.

b.

Big Apple – We had 64 enter teams and it was very nice to be back at the renovated Queens
College Gym. The new floors are great and there is now plenty of room to sit. The party at Copa
went well. The show was great and we are hoping to bring some of the numbers back for the End
of Season party. Thanks to Leah, Alan, Josh, John Rappaport and all of the volunteers who helped
out.

c.

Daniel Miron refund request – Trevor summarized the proposal to give Daniel Miron a $150 credit
transferrable to a future season of Division play. While Eric was disappointed that Dan was not as
available as expected to transition the Tournament Director role this season, he still supports this
proposal. It was reiterated that this proposal does not set a new precedent. Lew expressed
concern about what would happen if Dan tried to return in a future season and did not name a
team. Since we frequently have openings at all levels, this should not present an issue. The Board
discussed a time limit, and decided the credit should expire after a year. Trevor moves to extend
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Daniel Miron a $150 credit to be applied to the first season Dan participates in the next
calendar year in recognition of past service. Alan seconds. Motion passes by acclimation.

VI.

New Business
a.

Summer 2017 Schedule – Trevor circulated the draft schedule. Summer League tryouts scheduled
for Saturday June 3. Summer Divisions will start on June 5, breaks for the July 4 weekend and
the Monday after Fire Island. Summer Division Play will end on August 21, with EOS touraments
on August 23 and 24. We would immediately transition to the Fall season, with Division 1-6
tryouts that following weekend. The schedule provides for the usual Intermediate and Advance
Open Plays on Wednesdays and Thursdays. We may use one of the Thursday Rustin gyms for
clinics or other activities and we are checking for availability for O.Henry.

b.

Bylaws Amendments – Most of the changes are not substantive. An example is an amendment
that changes the title of Vice President of Administration and Outreach to Activities and Outreach,
which is the title we use in practice. Seth moved to approve the proposed “housekeeping”
bylaws amendment. Trevor seconds. Motion passes by acclimation and the amendment will
be presented to the members in the Spring election.
Seth did not include an amendment about who should chair the Leadership Group that the Vice
President of Activities and Outreach does not chair, but opened that issue for discussion.
Currently, it must be a Director/Board Member, and Eric is currently that person, serving as Chair
of Tournaments and Open Play Leadership Group as part of the transition. However, moving
forward we might want the flexibility of considering a member of the Leadership Group for its
chair. Those speaking in favor liked the idea of having this flexibility. Leah expressed concern
that if such a person was not on the Board, a communication gap might occur. Seth agreed to draft
the language for this proposal. Trevor moved to approve the proposed amendment and to
place the drafted amendment on the ballot. Seth seconds. Motion passes by acclimiation.

c.

Rules of Play Update – An issue arose in Division 8 regarding a disputed point. A referee
intended to call a net touch on the second to last point, but did not do so after the down ref made a
gesture the referee thought was “no touch.” The set proceeded and the team that won the second
to last point also won the last point and the set. As the teams were leaving the Court, the coach of
the team that had lost the set approached the referee. At that point, the referee spoke with the
down ref and learned the down ref was signaling that he did not see the play, not that there was no
touch. As a result, the referee switched the point and had the teams replay the end of the set, with
the losing team now winning. The now-losing team protested and when Trevor, Eric and Patrick
reviewed the ROLP, the protest provisions were vague and unclear about whether the decision to
reverse the call was timely. Eric has drafted revisions to those provisions that will be presented to
the Division Play Leadership Group for approval. Lew suggested also looking at the NAGVA
rule, particularly the one that provides you have 60 seconds after the conclusion of a set to protest
the last point.
The Board also briefly discussed educating members about reffing duties. Eric would still like to
do an educational reffing video, and suggested we should consider broadcasting Lew’s reffing
certification course on Facebook Live as a stopgap.
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d.

Dues Waiver and Credit Policy Update – There are two issues that merit Board discussion. First,
the credit policy does not cover what happens when someone entitled to two $150 credits
participates in only one activity that costs more than $150 (e.g. Power). Second, when a Gotham
Leader does not participate in any Fall activities, they need to pay the $35 fee to remain a member
and there is no provision to allow this amount to be credited under the Policy. We drafted policy
changes to address these issues. Leah asks if we want to consider having a set amount. Leah asked
the Board to consider not specifying a set amount for the dues credit in the Policy. Lew expressed
concerns about the membership fee credit. He paid the $35 without an issue.
Eric expressed concerns, in general, with the credits we give for individual events. We did a great
job this year giving Leaders the flexibility to choose what work interests them, but Eric has
noticed that a small minority of leaders, particularly in the Activities and Outreach Leadership
Group and the Tournaments and Open Play Leadership group take advantage of this flexibility by
focusing more on the work that carries an event credit. He said he sees members of his Leadership
Group shy away from assisting with “unpaid” admin work but sign up for subsidized GLOD shifts
virtually every week. Eric expressed his view that the dues credits and waivers should not be the
reason for members to engage in volunteer leadership. Eric and Max discussed this about a month
ago, and believe that those appointed to the Leadership Groups should show commitment do doing
all of the group’s work.

e.

FY18 Proposed Budget – Mike handed out a three year budget comparison (FY16 complete, FY17
to date and FY18 proposed). Mike is updating the way we account for money in the budge to
better track fundraising money. The proposed FY18 budget includes $50,000 for website redesign
as well as money for a consultant to help us select and design the GLIMS system. The budget also
includes $30,000 for a part time administrative assistant and possible payroll services if we wish
to have our independent contractors become employees. The one-time costs are paid for, in part
by the higher than expected revenue in this year’s budget. However, we are now budgeted
$110,000 over projected revenue for next year and therefore the Budget also includes ways to
increase revenue to avoid a deficit.
Trevor is proposing a modest dues increase (from $150 to $160 for Division Play and from $240
to $250 for Power). This would allow us to cover the recurring cost of an administrative assistant
and set the table for our work as a 501(c)(3), when we can start collecting donations to offset
expenses. Trevor also proposed an increase in the EOS party guest fee from $25 to $40. At $40
the fee is still a value, is still below Gotham’s per-person cost and we have not raised this fee in
recallable memory. It seems appropriate to do so.
Seth pointed out that when we last raised dues, we did a strong communications campaign and we
should do the same this time. Mark agreed with Seth, and said we have been growing
significantly. Volunteers cannot completely absorb the increased administrative burden of running
what is now a 1,000 plus member organization with events six days a week.
Trevor opened up the possibility of raising Tournament and Open Play fees for discussion. Eric
believes this is not a good idea, because when we last increased in 2011, we did so in a very steep
way, especially with Open Play.
John expressed concern about PowerPlay having a $195 fee for what, in his view, is the same
thing (or even more) than what other Power participants are paying $240 for. Seth said that Power
play is priced to attract new players who are being closed out of Division Play (which costs $150)
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to consider it as an option. While in the future we should consider increasing the cost of
PowerPlay, several Board members stated it was not a good idea to do so when the program has
not yet achieved full stability.
The consensus of the Board was to include a $10 increase in Power and Division Play dues,
as well as an increase in the EOS party guest fee to $40 as part of the FY 18 Budget.

VII.

Reports
a.

Communications – The Board needs to hold a discussion on how we communicate partnerships
with retail companies, as well as being sure we are being fair in how those partnerships are
created. The Board had hoped to hold this discussion before holding another activity like the Fall
Shopping Night. However, when we learned the Activities and Outreach Leadership Group
scheduled another Shopping Night with the same retail store, we were unable to have a discussion
and handled it as we did in the fall. We are hoping to walk this back a bit for future events, and
come up with better guidelines and protocols.

b.

Elections and Nominations – Spring elections are coming up. The deadline for nominations for
Director and Captain (as well as the deadline to fill out Leadership applications) is Friday, April
28. Elections will begin Sunday, April 30 and run through May 3. Results verified by Friday,
May 5 and posted on May 6. The Committee will meet on May 18 to prepare a slate of nominees
for next year’s Leadership. Leah asked how elections for PowerPlay will work. Eric explained
that they will have a ballot for Director and Team All-Star and that the ballot could be expanded to
include Captains if necessary.
Dave asked what would happen if Director candidates did not get 45% of the vote, as required by
the Bylaws. Seth stated we hold a runoff election amongst the top finishers. Details on how the
runoff works have not been finalized but will be determined by the Committee based on the
number of candidates participating dependent on how many seats are open.

c.

Grievance – No report.

d.

Historian – No report.

e.

Tournaments and Open Play – Eric discussed Spring Fling eligibility. Participants and nonparticipants expressed concern last year that the tournament was no longer a “beginner”
tournament. Tournament administrators agreed with that assessment, noting that several of the
latter rounds of the elimination tournament resembled B level matches in Big Apple. Most of the
players were from Division 7 and a lot of the non-Gotham players may well have been in higher
Divisions if they tried out. Many of the Division 7 teams that enter Spring Fling already play in B
Level Friendship Tournaments and some even play in Big Apple. With the addition of PowerPlay
as an additional beginner Division, the situation resembles what we encountered regarding
Division 6 leading up to Spring Fling II in 2011. That year, we separated Division 6 into a “High
C” level for the year. The issue was moot by Spring Fling III because we reclassified Division 6
from a C Level to a B Level Division in the intervening year.
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Eric spoke with the Leadership in Division 7 and got strong feedback that they really enjoy Spring
Fling and would be very upset if not allowed to participate this year. We were considering
returning to the “High C/Low C” format for Spring Fling VIII but we do not have the gym space
to accomplish that this year. As a result, we will be keeping Division 7 in Spring Fling VIII but
will be much stricter with non-Gotham players. Only non-Gotham players who would be typical
of the level covered by the tournament (mid-range Division 8/9) will be cleared to play. We hope
this will make the tournament somewhat more friendly to beginners, and will continue to examine
how to address this long term, including the possibility of reclassifying Division 7 as a B Level
division.
f.

Operations – We cycled in new Power Balls. Old balls will be repurposed as Open Play balls in
O.Henry. Patrick suggested we designate a Board member to be our security liaison. The security
company contacts him and we had issues recently when he was away.

g.

Social and Community – We have our permit and float for Pride.

h.

Strategic Planning – Seth and Trevor are working on planning our next retreat.

i.

Coaching – No report.

j.

Webmaster/Website Update – The website went down for a few days, and it highlighted that our
hosting company is problematic. John is looking for a new provider. The Website Committee met
twice, went through the core requirements and are preparing an RFP. RFP will be ready after
Memorial Day.

VIII.

Announcements – Eric moved in to his new apartment. John is going to Copenhagen. Kiki got a new
job. Seth is excited for his team’s upcoming match. Alan has raised $1000+ for AIDS walk. Dave’s
team is excited for the tournament. Leah is excited to see NCAA Men's match at Hunter. Trevor
thanks everyone for their work. Patrick and John are now officially international volleyball medalists.

IX.

Adjournment – Leah moves to adjourn, seconded by Dave. Motion passes by acclimation.
Meeting adjourned at 9:50 PM.
Next meeting will be held on May 9 at 7:30 PM at NYU, 25 West 4 Street.
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Our Mission: To improve the quality of life for GLBTQ individuals by building community through the sport of volleyball.

Minutes of the Tuesday, March 14, 2017 Meeting of the Board of Directors
Location: Virtual Meeting Through Facebook Messenger
Meeting Attendance
Trevor Cano – President
Eric Eichenholtz – Secretary
Michael Hess – Treasurer
Patrick So – VP of Division Play
Leah Hughey – VP of Training
Max Szadek – VP of Administration and Outreach
Douglas Christian – Director
David Fredericks – Director

Mark Liu – Director
Yuxiang Sun – Director
John Wetsell – Director
Alan Amechazurra – Past President
Josh Christensen – Past President
Seth Eichenholtz – Past President
Lew Smith – Past President
Clovis Thorn – Grievance Officer (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
I.

Call to Order – Eric 1 called the meeting to order at 7:30 PM. As noted above, because of a severe
snowstorm on the day of the meeting, the meeting was held online instead.

II.

Approval of Minutes – Motion (Leah Hughey, Patrick So) – to approve the January 2017 minutes
– passed by acclamation.

III.

Public Comment – Joe Hemsing participated in the meeting.

IV.

Officers’ Reports
a.

President – No report.

b.

Vice President of Division Play – Patrick reported that the DPLG appointed a new Division 10
Representative, Isaac Soria, replacing Sor who moved to a higher division. Patrick thanked Sor
for doing an amazing job as the Division 10 Rep. Patrick also noted that we are monitoring the
snow situation, but we expect to be able to hold tomorrow night’s Division 3 and 4 matches.

c.

Vice President of Training -- Leah gave an update regarding equipment. We added new items and
are now in good shape. Thanks to Doug and Leah for being the landing locations for new
equipment shipments. Leah is working with Jeff to fill Power coaching vacancies, because there
are currently some classes that only have one coach. PowerPlay now has a rep in place, and Leah
thinks he is doing a great job. Leah also asked that leaders consider simple, direct communication
when handling issues, because without these simple communications, issues become more
complicated and misunderstandings develop.

1

Eric chaired the meeting in Trevor’s absence. Since he could not both chair and take minutes, Eric designated Seth
to take the minutes for the meeting.
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V.

d.

VP of Activities and Outreach – Max reported that a Sangria submitted by members of Power W
won the Sangria Showdown. In total, the Gotham AIDS Walk team has raised $7,275, currently
in 5th place among all AIDS Walk teams, working toward our $10K team goal. This past Sunday,
Max hosted another successful Facebook live video with Susan D’Addario discussing how many
calories are in the drinks we drink, and got positive feedback from membership about that. Max is
currently working on a yoga stretching Facebook Live.

e.

Secretary – Eric noted, as Leah already pointed out and as identified at the recent retreat, we need
to work on communication. Eric noted that we now have a large and rather complicated leadership
structure that makes working together a challenge, especially where there are multiple groups with
responsibility. In those cases, it is important for people to communicate to avoid duplicative work
or contradicting programming.

f.

Treasurer – Mike provided the Q3 reports and said that, as of the end of February, we are in good
financial shape. Lew asked if we had completed the payments for our Spring permits, and Mike
said that most of them are covered in the Q3 report. Mike also noted it is now budget season, and
the Finance Committee will be preparing a budget to present to the Board. He asked Board
members to get funding requests to him as soon as possible.

Old Business
a.

Dan Miron Dues Credit Issue – Eric is still working to resolve this issue amicably, but there is still
no resolution to present to the Board. Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Josh Christensen) – table this
item until the next meeting – passed by acclamation.

b.

Board Retreat/Strategic Initiatives – The Board briefly reviewed their recent retreat, and the follow
up actions that should take place. Seth will coordinate with Trevor and Eric to stay on top of the
follow up from the retreat.

VI.

New Business -- None

VII.

Reports
a.

Communications (Mark Liu, Chair) – Mark wants to include a “membership spotlight” feature in
the weekly e-mail newsletters. To this end, he’s going to put out a call in the upcoming newsletter
for members who are interested in being featured. He thanked Josh for sending over questions
that will be helpful, and invited others to do the same. Mark also thanked the Activities and
Outreach Group for regularly providing a lot of content for the newsletter.

b.

Elections and Nominations (Trevor Cano, Chair) – Seth presented on Trevor’s behalf. Seth
reviewed the upcoming elections and appointments schedule. This year, there are 4 at-large Board
seats up for election. E-mail sign ups for those positions, and for Division Play Captains, are due
by April 28. Seth has also prepared the application for the positions up for appointment this year
(all 3 VP positions, all members of the Activities and Outreach and Tournaments and Open Play
Leadership Groups, and all Board committees). Applications for those must be submitted by April
28. An election will be held starting on April 30 for the Board seats and Division Play. Seth also
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said that he is planning this year’s “Get Involved” leadership drive to recruit members who are
interested in leadership. The Get Involved Leadership Forum will be held on April 18.
c.

Grievance (Clovis Thorn, Chair) – Clovis reported that the Committee considered 4 refund
requests. The first request was from a member in Power E who dropped out for non-injury
reasons, but ultimately withdrew his request when he was told about Gotham’s policy that dues
are non-refundable. Others: A.S., E.M., and A.F. both experienced injury during Gotham play
and asked for refunds. The Grievance Committee recommended a limited waiver to our policy to
grant pro rata refunds in all three cases. The matter was referred to the Finance Committee. A
brief discussion ensued about the Finance Committee’s role in these requests, and Mike said he
already processed one of the requests already. Eric articulated a two-tiered process where the GC
would make a recommendation and, if they recommended a refund, then the FC would review and
make a recommendation. Seth pointed out this seemed unnecessarily cumbersome and
bureaucratic, since the Board has to review the recommendation as well. Seth pointed out that, in
any event, the rules give the Grievance Committee the authority to review and recommended we
stay with this process for now. Motion (Josh Christensen, Seth Eichenholtz) – to adopt the
Grievance Committee’s recommendation to grant a limited exception to the no-refund policy
and grant pro rata refunds to A.S., E.M., and A.F. – passed by acclamation.

d.

Historian (Josh Christensen, Historian) – no report.

e.

Tournaments and Open Play (Eric Eichenholtz, Chair) – Eric explained that the Friendship
Tournaments are in a bit of disarray right now. There has been some difficulties getting
everything coordinated and everyone on the same page, so there are some scheduling snafus. Eric
has gotten involved more directly to try to resolve these matters. Eric asked for help from the atlarge directors and Past Presidents to eyeball schedules before they go out to make sure that they
fit within the proper Friendship Tournament structure. Eric reported that Open Plays are in much
better shape, with Joe Hemsing doing an excellent job coordinating them at all levels. Eric noted
that on Wednesday nights, when we have open plays at O. Henry and Howe, we are selling out
both facilities. While we have divided up the facilities by skill level the past two season
(Divisions 7 & 8 and Divisions 9/10/PowerPlay) and rotated the facilities each season, the group
may consider combining the two and holding two identical open plays in each facility.

f.

Operations (Lew Smith, Chair) – Lew reported that we have ordered 100 new balls, and thanked
Doug and Leah for receiving the new equipment shipments. Lew has discussed with the gym
teachers at our schools why our balls seem to disappear. Lew reminded everyone that the
Operations Committee has designated a liaison to each facility (Rustin, O. Henry, and Howe) and
leaders should contact the liaisons for questions about or issues in each facility. The liaisons are
listed on the Leadership Wiki for easy reference.

g.

Activities and Outreach (Max Szadek, Chair) – Max is doing great work with multimedia events
like the Gotham Live events. We have 4 more event planned for March Madness, a series of
events to raise money for Gotham’s AIDS Walk team. The flyers highlighting these events shine
a spotlight on Gotham member Patrick Sleem’s artwork who is doing the awareness campaign,
and put a different spin. We are also hosting a Coaching Appreciation Night on March 24 at Gym
Bar.

h.

Strategic Planning (Seth Eichenholtz) – 501(c)(3) paperwork is still being prepared.
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i.

Coaching (Kyle Williams, Chair) – Eric said the Committee should coordinate with Max for the
Coaching event on March 24.

j.

Webmaster/Website Update (John Wetsell, Webmaster/Chair) – John reported that the website
was recently down for two days because of server issues. He also scheduled two website
committee meetings. The hope is, after these meetings, to have a request for proposal for our
website redesign.

VIII.

Announcements – Eric thanked everyone for their patience with the technical issues in our first attempt
at a virtual meeting. He also announced his team is 6-0 and in first place in Division 9. Josh
announced that, yes, July 1-2 counts as a weekend in July and the Fire Island Tournament will be on
July 15 (the 3rd weekend in July as it always is – wait when is the tournament again?). Mark
announced he leaving on Sunday for a week-long trip to Hawaii. Lew announced that Big Apple is
almost full. Mike announced he got a promotion at work that has been keeping him extremely busy.
Seth announced that he does not miss taking minutes. And if you think taking minutes for a meeting is
hard, try doing it on last minute notice during a virtual meeting.

IX.

Adjournment – Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Josh Christensen) – to adjourn – passed by
acclamation. Meeting adjourned at 8:40 PM.
Next meeting – April 21, 2017, 7:30 PM at 25 West 4 Street, 4th Floor Conference Room.
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Minutes of the Thursday, January 12, 2017 Meeting of the Board of Directors
Location: New York University: 25 West 4th Street – 2nd Floor / New York, New York 10001
Meeting Attendance
Trevor Cano – President
Eric Eichenholtz – Secretary
Michael Hess – Treasurer
Patrick So – VP of Division Play
Leah Hughey – VP of Training
Max Szadek – VP of Administration and Outreach
Douglas Christian – Director
David Fredericks – Director

Mark Liu – Director
Yuxiang Sun – Director
John Wetsell – Director
Alan Amechazurra – Past President
Josh Christensen – Past President
Seth Eichenholtz – Past President
Lew Smith – Past President
Clovis Thorn – Grievance Officer (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
Other Gotham Leaders Present: Joe Hemsing (Tournaments & Open Play Leadership Group)
I.

Call to Order – Trevor called the meeting to order at 7:30 PM

II.

Approval of Minutes – November 2017 – A quorum was not available at this point in the agenda, so
approval of the minutes is deferred.

III.

Public Comment – Joe Hemsing is present. He doesn’t have any comments at this time.

IV.

Officers’ Reports
a.

President – Trevor shared the sad news that “Big Ben,” the former owner of Esculita, was found
killed in his apartment. He was a big supporter of Gotham and helped us plan our end of season
parties each season. Trevor is talking with Josh about making Ben an honorary member of the
Gotham Hall of Fame.

b.

Vice President of Division Play – The Division Play Leadership Group recently met last week.
Patrick will propose the recommended rules changes after the Board obtains quorum. The
proposed changes alter the net touch rule to conform with USAV and NAGVA and clarify what
happens when a referee beckons for serve, but the player does not serve before time runs out.

c.

Vice President of Training – Leah is not yet present, and will report on Power issues later in the
agenda.

d.

VP of Activities and Outreach – Max is unable to make the meeting but provided reports on
community activities and social events. Trevor will update the Board at the appropriate points on
the agenda.
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e.

Secretary – Eric outlined the communication protocols for scheduling events and facilities. All
leaders are being informed of the protocols via e-mail. Eric emphasized the need for and
importance of communicating consistently and not leaving other leaders “out of the loop.”
Eric is also setting up our database for the Spring Season.

f.

Treasurer – Mike passed around the balance sheets and reported we are in good shape financially.
The Board discussed the current dues waiver policy. The Executive Board gets two $150 dues
waivers currently. Other leaders granted dues waiver of $150. In the instances where a player is
only doing one activity, but get dues waivers, if that activity is Power they have to play additional
money. Mike suggested amending the dues waiver policy so that if we have someone entitled to
two dues waivers but only doing one activity they get the full amount of that one activity. Eric
said the easy fix is to say we are granting a $150 credit each for two programs or full credit for one
program to the leaders entitled to two dues waivers. However, Eric noted that under the COI
policy, given the Board would benefit, we should probably send this proposal to the Finance
Committee for review before taking action.
Mike reported there are several outstanding Power payments he has been trying to collect but have
not yet been paid. Members who are not fully paid for the Fall season will be in bad standing and
will not be included on the guest list for the End of Season Party.

V.

VI.

Old Business
a.

Spring 2017 Tryouts – Leah and Patrick are designing the new tryout format for Divisions 4-6
Tryouts. The format will be somewhat skills based but with more wave play and less drills. We
will have approximately 36 people per court. Like Division 7-10 tryouts this season, we will staff
the tryouts with Power coaches to lead the drills.

b.

Rules of League Play –We still do not have a quorum, so the Board will vote on the rules changes
described by Patrick in his report by e-vote.1

c.

December election – The Election and Nomination Committee approved the December election
results. Eric posted the results on the website. Three nominations submitted after the deadline
were sent to the Elections and Nominations committee for consideration. Given the extended
nomination period for the fall election, the Elections and Nominations committee rejected the late
requests. Although the particular members were disappointed by the result, Eric noted that the
process was much better in the past, with greater process and transparency.

New Business
a.

Daniel Miron Dues Waiver – Dan stated to Eric and Trevor that he believes he should get (but has
not received) a dues waiver for work he performed as Assistant Tournaments Director several
seasons ago. There was some disagreement over whether Dan was entitled the waiver. Eric

1

The Board conducted an electronic vote on January 17, 2017. The Board voted, by a vote of 13-0, to approve the
rules changes, effective immediately.
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proposed a compromise whereby instead of granting a waiver for a past season, the Board
authorize Dan to apply the dues waiver he will get for Spring 2017 to a future season. Dan will
not be around for a large portion of the season, so he will not be able to play but still expects to
help out with tournaments. Eric noted that the ability to transfer the waiver amounts to $150,
while the entitlement from the previous season would only be $120. Dave moved to permit
Daniel Miron to apply his Spring 2017 dues waiver to a future season, Leah seconded. The
vote was not held due to lack of quorum and Trevor said he will hold an e-vote.
b.

Fall EOS Party – We are still on for Copacabana on January 21. Ben’s assistant will be helping us
with arrangements. We will have a tribute to recognize Ben’s memory. Lew is working with Don
Murray on it.

c.

Spring Tryouts – All sessions are scheduled. Eric will be assigning leaders to roles based on
preferences.

d.

Power Updates – Leah reports Power is going well overall. The Power Representatives are doing
good work. Leah is looking forward to having a PowerPlay rep in place at the beginning of the
season. One session of Team Power B has a lot of teams not coming back. Leah is working with
Jeff Lipton on why and what steps should be taken for next season. Bobby Miller will take over
for Dennis Koster as the Assistant PowerPlay coach next season.
Leah moves to go to executive session to discuss issues pertaining to our independent
contractors, Mike seconds. Motion passes by acclimation.
The Board entered executive session at 8:38 PM.
Seth moves to leave executive session, Patrick seconds. Motion passes by acclimiation.
The Board left executive session at 9:03 PM.

VII.

Reports
a.

Communications – Mark is now fully up to speed as Committee Chair. Seth updated the Get
Involved page. Seth asked the Board to consider having ways to let Captains get campaign
information out to members to reduce the campaigning posts on our unofficial Gotham Volleyball
 page during the Captains elections. Eric said he is working in having a Candidate Forum on the
website in the Spring.

b.

Elections and Nominations – Seth will update the “Get Involved” survey so the Committee will be
able to use it to gather interest for 2017-18 leadership positions. Nominations for Fall 2017
Captains and four Directors whose terms begin June 2017 will open on April 21. Spring Elections
are scheduled for April 30 through May 3.

c.

Grievance – Clovis raised the issue of whether we should have a standardized form for refund
requests.

d.

Historian – No report.
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e.

Tournaments and Open Play – Eric reported that Leadership Group made several structural
changes. Each member of the Leadership Group will be preforming an administrative role for all
or part of the season. Two of our members, James Wong and Kyle Williams, will serve as
eligibility coordinators. The Leadership Group will be finalizing the Open Play and Friendship
Tournament offerings at its January meeting.

f.

Operations – We are covered through the Spring End of Season with permits. Emergency contact
information for the schools has been updated on the Wiki. EOS Tournaments are tentatively
scheduled for May 13th and 14th at CCNY.

g.

Social and Community – We have our permit and float for Pride. Max reported he is working
with a group called Gay Trippers who want to put a table at the EOS Party and tryouts. The
Welcome Social will be on February 21 at Monster. Sangria Showdown will be March 10 at
Rockbar. Bakeoffs scheduled for March 15 and 18.

h.

Strategic Planning – The amendment to the Articles of Incoropration passed. We will send in the
amendment and then apply for 501(c)(3) status. The upcoming retreat in February will be Board
only. Seth announced the tentative date of February 25, because we have minimum programming,
only Friendship Tournaments and evening Power classes, on that date due to Howe being closed.

i.

Coaching – The Committee held its first meeting. Kyle Williams is chairing the Coaching
Committee.

j.

Webmaster/Website Update – The Website Committee meeting is being rescheduled.

VIII.

Announcements – Eric is closing on his new apartment on February 6. Dave got reading glasses. Seth
“double fourthed” this season. Mike double medaled this season. Leah mentioned 2016 was one of
the most challenging years of her life, with many family medical issues and other challenges. Leah
thanked everyone for all of the support. Clovis is loving his new job. Trevor says thank you to
everyone. Trevor has been very busy at work and traveling a lot for work. He's looking forward to the
new season.

IX.

Adjournment – Patrick moves to adjourn, seconded by Dave. Motion passes by acclimation.
Meeting adjourned at 9:42 PM. The Board is tentatively set to meet on February 21, and will
confirm the meeting date.
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Minutes of the Tuesday, November 22, 2016 Meeting of the Board of Directors
Location: New York University: 25 West 4th Street – 2nd Floor / New York, New York 10001
Meeting Attendance
Trevor Cano – President
Eric Eichenholtz – Secretary
Michael Hess – Treasurer
Patrick So – VP of Division Play
Leah Hughey – VP of Training
Max Szadek – VP of Administration and Outreach
Douglas Christian – Director
David Fredericks – Director

Mark Liu – Director
Yuxiang Sun – Director
John Wetsell – Director
Alan Amechazurra – Past President
Josh Christensen – Past President
Seth Eichenholtz – Past President
Lew Smith – Past President
Clovis Thorn – Grievance Officer (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
I.

Call to Order – Trevor called the meeting to order at 7:30 PM

II.

Approval of Minutes – October 2016 – Lew moves to approve the minutes, seconded by Alan.
Motion passes by acclimation.

III.

Public Comment – No members of the public are present.

IV.

Officers’ Reports
a.

President – Trevor pointed out we have a long agenda tonight, and will update the Board at the
various points on the agenda.

b.

Vice President of Division Play – The Division Play Leadership Group recently met. It is drafting
guidelines for in-gym warumup between matches. There has been a concern that people not
scheduled to play (including coaches and visitors who play in other Divisions) use the gym space
to pepper between matches, taking practice space away from those who are playing.
Patrick reported another reffing incident in Division 7. This incident involved a coach arguing
with the up ref. Erik Johnson, the Division 7 Representative, resolved the issue by speaking with
the Captain and advised that the Coach is part of the team and subject to our rules and guidelines.
Eric E. is working with Kyle Williams, who has agreed to Chair the Coaching Committee, on
organizing the Committee and hopefully setting up some training for coaches. Eric will mention
this and address it as part of the Committee’s work.

c.

Vice President of Training – Leah reports that the Power season is progressing smoothly. We
have a very large Team Power B class. Leah is working with the coaches and the class assistant
on a communication protocol for Team Power B to help things run smoothly. PowerPlay is going
well. The challenges are the teams often have less than six players each week but coaches have
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been participating to allow the matches to move forward. Leah will be asking players to come in
early and use downstairs gym when she invites guest speakers to come. We are still looking for
Training Leadership Group representatives for PowerPlay and Team Power BB. Seth asked if we
want to have Captains for PowerPlay. Leah said she wants to explore the idea but is not certain we
are ready for it.
d.

VP of Activities and Outreach – We raised $945 at Ballapalooza and will order 45 practice balls
for next spring. The Activities and Outreach Leadership Group is planning a Saturday Bake Sale
for December 10.

e.

Secretary – Eric is compiling information about Leaders’ participation to report to the Finance
Committee under our dues credit policy. He doesn’t anticipate any leaders being found
delinquent, but is checking with the Vice Presidents to be sure.
Eric is also still working on communications protocols for Gotham members and is hoping to have
it in place for next season.

f.
V.

Treasurer – Mike passed around the balance sheets in VERY large type.

Old Business
a.

Fall 2016 EOS Party – Expect it to be held on January 21. Once confirmed, we will publicize to
the membership.

b.

Spring 2017 Tryouts – The Division Play Leadership Group discussed changing the tryout format
for Divisions 4-6 Tryouts. The applicable Division Representatives are open to trying the change.
They would like more scrimmage time and less emphasis on basic skills than the Division 7-10
tryouts. We will set up a small group with those Division Representatives, Patrick and Leah to
finalize the format. A Power coach can lead the tryouts. Seth expressed interest in moving to pay
for Power coaches to lead skills based tryouts, but no motion was made, seconded or voted on.
We will push out information about tryouts in advance to explain the change.

c.

Rules of League Play – The Division Play Leadership Group voted to keep the current Gotham
centerline rule: A foot entirely over the centerline is a fault, regardless of whether it interfers with
play. Lew noted keeping this rule would allow Gotham to remain consistent with NAGVA.

The Leadership Group also voted to recommend we change the net touch rule to be consistent with
USAV and NAGVA. This means that any contact with the net – not just the top tape – would be
considered a fault. The Board agreed this change was appropriate. Patrick will write up the change
to be approved by an e-vote.
d.

VI.

Referees – We are still discussing reffing changes with John Rappaport.

New Business
a.

Articles of Incorporation – Seth presented an amendment to Gotham’s Articles of Incorporation to
the Board. We are amending the Articles to update our mission to the version currently in the
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Bylaws and to add language that will allow us to apply for 501(c)(3) status. The Board will need
to approve the amendment and send it to referendum. The Board discussed what the “Q” in
“LGBTQ” meant in Gotham’s mission statement. There is confusion as to whether it refers to
“Questioning” or “Queer.” The consensus was that the “Q” refers to the word “Queer.” John
moves to approve the proposed amendment and send the proposal to a membership
referendum, seconded by Josh. Motion passes by acclimation. The entire membership will
vote on the proposal along with the Captains election on December 4-7.

VII.

b.

Spring Schedule – Trevor circulated the tentative Spring schedule. At this point, we do not
anticipate any major conflicts with the dates.

c.

Board of Directors Meeting time -- Our regular Tuesday meetings conflicts with Power W. Leah
is a coach in that program and one of our Directors also participates in Power W. Gotham now
programs six days a week and the only day with no programming, (Friday) is not a viable time for
a meeting. Seth suggested rotating the meeting day. Doug agreed with that suggestion. This
likely won’t be an issue again until February. We will review options and discuss at a future
meeting.

Reports
a.

Communications – Mark has replaced Seth as Committee Chair. The Committee has settled on a
process for the weekly newsletter. We will update the website with Spring tryout dates.

b.

Elections and Nominations – The Committee approved the appointment of Mark Liu as
Communications Committee chair, based on Seth’s recommendation for new leadership. The
Committee is preparing for the Captains elections coming shortly.

c.

Grievance – No report.

d.

Historian – No report.

e.

Tournaments and Open Play – The Leadership Group is discussing changes to Friendship
Tournaments and characterizations of skill levels. We want to move away from the NAGVA “C”
“B” and “BB” names because it creates confusion. Because no rescheduling of Divisions 1-4 was
necessary this season the Leadership Group will be running Open Plays for those Divisions on
December 7, 8, 14 and 15.

f.

Operations – Lew asked to remind GLODS to make sure supplies are stocked when they end their
duty shift. We would like to work on cleaning the locker room in Howe. We are also looking into
buying a replacement scoreboard control unit for Howe. We also will look at replacing the poles
in O.Henry.

g.

Social and Community – Holiday Bake Off is coming up.

h.

Strategic Planning – Seth is planning a one day Board retreat.

i.

Coaching – no report
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j.

Webmaster/Website Update – John installed a new security plugin. The Website Update
Committee will meet again on January 11.

VIII.

Announcements – Patrick wished everyone a Happy Thanksgiving. Leah was very happy with the
Women’s Friendship Tournament. Trevor thanked everyone for their hard work.

IX.

Adjournment – Patrick moves to adjourn, seconded by Doug. Motion passes by acclimation.
Meeting adjourned at 8:50 PM. The Board will not meet in December, and will set a date for early
January to meet next.
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Our Mission: To improve the quality of life for GLBTQ individuals by building community through the sport of volleyball.

Minutes of the Tuesday, October 18, 2016 Meeting of the Board of Directors
Location: New York University: 25 West 4th Street – 4th Floor / New York, New York 10001
Meeting Attendance
Trevor Cano – President
Eric Eichenholtz – Secretary
Michael Hess – Treasurer
Patrick So – VP of Division Play
Leah Hughey – VP of Training
Max Szadek – VP of Administration and Outreach
Douglas Christian – Director
David Fredericks – Director

Mark Liu – Director
Yuxiang Sun – Director
John Wetsell – Director
Alan Amechazurra – Past President
Josh Christensen – Past President
Seth Eichenholtz – Past President
Lew Smith – Past President
Clovis Thorn – Grievance Officer (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
I.

Call to Order – Trevor called the meeting to order at 7:30 PM

II.

Approval of Minutes – September 2016 – Alan pointed out some typographical errors in the meeting
minutes, which will be corrected in the final version. Alan moves to approve the minutes, seconded
by Dave. Motion passes by acclimation.

III.

Public Comment – No members of the public are present.

IV.

Officers’ Reports
a.

President – No Report.

b.

Vice President of Division Play – Trevor presented on Patrick’s behalf. The Division 10
Representative position remained vacant after elections because no one signed up to run for the
position. Patrick inquired about interest and Sor Korakasem, a veteran Gotham member,
expressed interest. He was unanimously appointed by vote of the Division Play Leadership Group
by e-vote. Eric asked when the Division Play Leadership Group would be meeting. Trevor said a
meeting is scheduled for next week.
Trevor reported a reffing issue in Division 7. The assigned ref issued a yellow card to a player,
then issued red card and ejected that player due to unsportsmanlike behavior (arguing with the
ref). Trevor and Patrick spoke with the up ref and some of the players involved. They found the
sanctions to be appropriate and did not believe any further action was necessary.
Seth discussed the net touch rule. Gotham does not follow the current NAGVA rule. There may
be some confusion because of the way the Captain’s Packet is worded. Trevor said he believed
the confusing language was removed this season and will confirm. The Division Play Leadership
group will also review the rule to determine if we want to change it to be consistent with NAGVA.
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c.

Vice President of Training -- Representatives for Power A-E and W were elected. Team Power
and Power Play representatives will be elected soon.

d.

VP of Activities and Outreach – Max reported that the Welcome Social at Industry was a success.
Industry is donating $100. The next Welcome Social will be held at Monster in February 2017.
We will use the downstairs space at that venue. The Leadership Group filmed “Facebook Live”
videos about the “Road to the Bake Off,” profiling several Bake Off participants. Max thinks the
videos were great and there is more that can be done using Facebook Live. We also posted two
coming out videos in honor of National Coming Out Day featuring Gotham members Juan
Arevalo and Chris Metts. Chris’ video was picked up by GayBuzzer and has over 1500 views.

e.

Secretary – Eric reported we have had some growing pains transitioning to our new structure. He
said one of our biggest challenges is the need to improve our communication between and among
groups and leaders. Eric said it is important that the Leadership Groups meet regularly, as this
will keep all of our leadership up to date on the latest developments. Eric is also working on
guidance to the Gotham leadership to help everyone understand who they should communicate
with in given situations as well as a list of who is responsible for addressing those issues. Yuxiang
mentioned that she was involved in the group in the January retreat who had come up with ideas
on how to communicate under the new structure and volunteered to help work with Eric on the
guidance.
There has also been some issues with coordination on scheduling. As an example, Eric pointed to
a day in September where the Tournaments and Open Play Leadership Group held a meeting, the
Training Leadership group was conducting Power W tryouts and the Activities and Outreach
Leadership Group held a community event. Eric asked for feedback about a protocol that all
leaders write to our scheduling group in order to “confirm” a date before it’s final. The Board
generally liked the idea and Eric will draft something.
Mike said that over the long term these sorts of policies and procedures should be collected and
turned into an SOP manual. This will help with onboarding new leadership and succession
planning.

f.

Treasurer – Mike passed around the balance sheets. John Pisciotta, a member of the Finance
Committee is overseeing Power dues payment. Mike intends to delegate the duties of the former
Assistant Treasurer position to members of the Finance Committee.
The Board briefly addressed a request by a member that Gotham immediately stop using PayPal
because Peter Thiel, a minority owner of PayPal, donated to a presidential campaign that is
promoting anti-LGBT views. Taking a political stand could put Gotham’s tax-exempt status at
risk. It was also pointed out the there are other owners of that company who give money to other
politicians and organizations, some of which would be more agreeable to our membership. The
Board decided that the practical considerations and infrastructure issues arising from ending our
use of PayPal would outweigh any value in no longer using it. The Board will continue to monitor
this issue.

V.

Old Business
a.

Fall 2016 EOS Tournaments – Dates are confirmed and will be announced to the membership.
Divisions 1-4 will play on December 18 at CCNY. Divisions 1 and 3 are scheduled for the
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morning. Divisions 2 and 4 are scheduled for the afternoon. We have Divisions 5-10 scheduled
for January at Queens College, but will only have four courts at that venue, so two divisions will
have EOS tournaments at Rustin. Division 5 will be in the morning at Rustin, with Division 10
playing in the afternoon at Rustin. Division 6 and 9 will be in the afternoon at Queens College.
Divisions 7 and 8 will be in the morning at Queens College.
b.

VI.

Power Tryouts Wrap Up – Tryouts went well, other than the registration system timing out. The
classes had to be selected manually which caused issue with e-mail confirmation of placement.

New Business
a.

Election Results – Approved and publicized on the website.

b.

Fall 2016 EOS Party – We have two options in January (January 7 or 21). The Board discussed
and is leaning toward January 21. Lew will check up on our options.

c.

Spring 2017 Tryouts -- Trevor wondered why Divisions 4-6 are not using skills based tryouts. We
tend to see more call backs in Division 4-6 tryouts and that lengthens the process. The skills based
tryouts should give Captains a better sense of basic skills. Seth said this would be a good change,
particularly in Division 6 only tryouts, where it is tougher to see consistent play. Eric said this
should go to the Division Play Leadership Group in the first instance for their recommendation,
but Eric has picked teams using both formats and thinks the skills based format is better. Yuxiang
noted that skill range for Divisions 4-6 is wide and a skills based tryout takes off the randomness
of a player’s tryout being helped or hurt by the other players assigned to the same court. Mike
addressed the potential stigma of the Skills based tryouts being considered “lower level” tryouts,
noting the format is the same way we hold Power tryouts at all levels. Dave would like to be sure
the waived courts run a 6-2 offense. Alan believes that in either format there is a chance the
player won't have a the chance to play their best and believes many captains are attentive to
positioning in the current format. Trevor will pass along this feedback to Patrick for discussion by
the Division Play Leadership Group.

d.

Referee proposal -- Lew proposed an idea based on his experience as assigner. We have observed
inconsistencies with refs and a lower quality of ref than we used to have. Some of our better refs
no longer want to work for us. Lew also noted disrespect of players to referees. Lew questioned
why we even have referees, as most other LGBT volleyball leagues in the country self-ref.
Seth discussed Lew’s proposal with Lew prior to the meeting and agrees quality of ref is lower
now than when it comes to consistency. Eric said that if we were to switch to self-reffing we
would need to have a referee orientation. Eric said in all of his negative interactions with referees
(whether paid or self-reffing), the common thread is usually the ref being unaware of the rules or
uncomfortable making a non-discretionary call. Trevor is nervous about quality of self-reffing.
Mike is worried about more confrontations between players if players up ref each other. In his
experience with Friendship Tournaments and Open Play, the player refs are treated negatively.
Many players are currently unwilling to be R-1. Mike believes if we enforce consistency with
reffing like we do other aspects of our organization the situation will improve. Lew explained that
one of the problems right now is some of our paid refs do not respect the assigner, do not attend
meetings and do not follow through with instructions. However, given our limited pool, we
cannot remove those refs because if we did we would not have sufficient coverage. Max believes
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the competitiveness of the league has come away up in the past few years that that has lead to
increasing disrespect by players toward refs. Clovis thinks its a benefit to have paid refs. Seth
reiterated there are problems with paid refs refs not respecting our rules. Lew mentioned that we
may not have access to better referees because of the amount they are paid. Eric suggested that we
consider increasing the referee’s salary, increase expectations and hopefully deepen the pool of
refs so that we phase out refs that are deemed ineffective refs. Alan shared his perspective as a
player, Captain and ref. Alan believes Captains have to take responsibility to treat refs
responsibly.
Trevor recapped that he will work with Patrick to come up with way to allow John Rappaport to
have some more bite behind enforcement. They will also explore whether we get better refs with
more money, including possibly adopting a sliding scale of payment based on quality. Seth
suggested designating “senior refs” and playing those refs more. Mike suggested forming an ad
hoc committee to evaluate refs. Lew agrees with the idea, but is concerned it will undermine the
referee assigner. Mike suggested having the assigner chair the committee and be sure to have a
mix of lay and technical viewpoints.

VII.

Reports
a.

Communications – The Committee is meeting tomorrow by WebEx. The committee is discussing
what to do with commercial events like the recent shopping nights. Seth said historically we don’t
put discounts and commercial offers in the newsletter but this is a bit different.

b.

Elections and Nominations – There are openings in Activities and Outreach, Tournaments and
Open Play and the Grievance Committee. We will work to fill them. Trevor also wants to
integrate Max’s idea to give opportunities for members with professional skills to donate their
expertise to Gotham.

c.

Grievance – The Grievance Committee is considering two refund requests and Clovis will present
them at the next meeting. The Board discussed having Grievance Committee refund
recommendations go to the Finance Committee rather than the Board for review and approval.
Alan received a complaint about a coach and player’s interactions. He will send it to Clovis to
mediate.

d.

Tournaments and Open Play – The Leadership Group voted unanimously to advance a
recommendation to the Board that the GLOD for Friendship Tournaments receive a $15 credit
toward their team entry fee. This recommendation requires Board approval because it will modify
our budget. The lack of incentive to be a GLOD for Friendship Tournaments has made it difficult
to find volunteers. Eric moves to approve the Tournaments and Open Play Leadership
Group recommendation and implement the credit, effective next week. Mike seconds.
Motion passes by acclimation.

e.

Operations – Lew received feedback from Rustin about members being careful where they change
clothes, particularly when students are still in the school. Lew asked for 6th floor locker rooms as
changing space and Rustin is considering it. Should Rustin agree, we be able to start this season
and that space will officially be reflected the permits. There have been problems with security at
O.Henry and Rustin. We use different companies for those spaces. The Operations Committee
will meet in November to discuss the spring schedule.
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f.

Social and Community – Max announced that next week will be our “Spooktacular Week.” We
have a series of events scheduled (Bake Off on Wednesday, Tarot reading on Thursday, Potluck
on Saturday and Drag Tournament on Sunday. Our annual Ball-a-palooza will be held on
November 18 and will feature a talent show, hosted by Gotham member Erik Heitz.

g.

Strategic Planning – Seth is currently working on the proposed amendment to our Articles of
Incorporation. We will hold a referendum on the amendment in December. Assuming it’s passed,
we will fill out the necessary paperwork with the IRS to become a 501(c)(3) organization.

h.

Coaching – Eric will work with Kyle Williams (incoming Committee chair) on holding a meeting
and preparing for the Spring.

i.

Webmaster/Website Update – no report.

VIII.

Announcements – Eric sold his apartment and is anxiously awaiting co-op Board approval for his new
place. Max is excited for the Bake Off and said that Dorothy is running it. Alan is 6-0 and having a
good season. Lew thanks everyone for indulging him on the coaching discussion and is making his
third trip to Iceland. Seth’s team is moving on up in the season standings. Trevor thanks everyone for
a good meeting.

IX.

Adjournment – Lew moves to adjourn, seconded by Alan. Motion passes by acclimation. Meeting
adjourned at 9:38 PM. Next meeting tentatively November 15, 2016 at 7:30 PM, location TBC. We
may reschedule.
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Our Mission: To improve the quality of life for GLBTQ individuals by building community through the sport of volleyball.

Minutes of the Tuesday, September 13, 2016 Meeting of the Board of Directors
Location: New York University: 25 West 4th Street – 4th Floor / New York, New York 10001
Meeting Attendance
Trevor Cano – President
Eric Eichenholtz – Secretary
Michael Hess – Treasurer
Patrick So – VP of Division Play
Leah Hughey – VP of Training
Max Szadek – VP of Administration and Outreach
Douglas Christian – Director
David Fredericks – Director

Mark Liu – Director
Yuxiang Sun – Director
John Wetsell – Director
Alan Amechazurra – Past President
Josh Christensen – Past President
Seth Eichenholtz – Past President
Lew Smith – Past President
Clovis Thorn – Grievance Officer (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
I.

Call to Order – Trevor called the meeting to order at 7:30 PM

II.

Approval of Minutes – August 2016 – Dave moves to approve the minutes, seconded by Seth.
Motion passes by acclimation.

III.

Public Comment – No members of the public are present.

IV.

Officers’ Reports
a.

President – Trevor announced that he will need to miss up to three Board meetings due to work
travel, including October. We will attempt to reschedule the October meeting.

b.

Vice President of Division Play – First week of weeknight Division Play went well. Albert Chan
will serve as interim Division 4 Representative and Jorge Palomares will serve as interim Division
1 Representative until the October elections. In preparing the Gotham Leader on Duty (“GLOD”)
schedule for Division Play, Patrick noticed that we need to try and recruit more leaders from
Division 7, as the Division Representative, Erik Johnson is currently the only person from that
Division in Gotham Leadership. We also need to replace one of the electronic scoreboards in
Rustin.

c.

Vice President of Training -- Leah held a coaches meeting, in which she discussed the Training
Leadership Group’s plans for the Fall season with the coaches. Coaching assignments will be
rotated for the Fall season.
i. New Power Coach hire – Our Technical Director, Jeff Lipton, recommends we hire Etan
Bennett as a new Power coach. Trevor moves to approve the appointment of Etan
Bennett, seconded by Eric. Motion passes by acclimation.
ii. Assistant Coach for PowerPlay – Leah announced the decision to bring on Dennis Koster
as the Assistant Coach for PowerPlay. Pursuant to the plan adopted by the Training
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Leadership Group, Dennis will get a dues waiver next season after successful completion
of his assignment this season.
d.

VP of Activities and Outreach – Report deferred to Social/Community later on the agenda.

e.

Secretary – Eric reported there was some ambiguity with respect to whether those Gotham Leaders
appointed in June were entitled to dues waivers this season. Eric clarified that the policy was not
intended to change our past practice of allowing June leadership appointees to receive waivers in
the Fall. Eric explained the Policy requires that people appointed after the beginning of a season
(e.g. the Division Representatives and Power Representatives elected in October) will not be
entitled to a waiver until the subsequent season. However, June appointees work through the
summer so they are entitled to a waiver with the Fall.

Eric also announced he is working with Leah for registration for PowerPlay. Participants will be
registered in both the Division Play and Power parts of the database. Standings are kept in the
database like all other Divisions.

f.

V.

Treasurer – Mike passed around the Quarter 1 Financials. Mike met with the Finance Committee
last week and had a high-level discussion about how the Committee would function. The first job
of the committee is to help out with dues collection. Mike sees the Committee preforming many
of the jobs that the Assistant Treasurer previously undertook. The Finance Committee will allow
people to gain experience and train on the duties of the Treasurer, which will be very helpful for
succession planning. We will be beginning our new Membership Policy on June 1 which will
allow people not currently participating in Division Play or Power to become members. Lew
Smith is officially our first non-playing Member.

Old Business
a.

Fall 2016 Scheduling Resolution – Trevor announced that we had to resolve issues regarding
Division Play and Power because Rustin would not be available on October 10, 15, 22 and
November 4. The Operations Committee reviewed the issue and resolved the issue as follows:
i. Divisions displaced on October 15 and 23 will play on October 16 from 9 AM through 5
PM and November 13 from 9 AM through 5 PM. Power A and B will also be displaced
those two weeks. They will play instead on October 23 from 10 AM until 1 PM and then
will also play on December 4. There will be no Friendship Tournaments scheduled on
those days to accommodate the rescheduling.

b.

End of Season Tournaments space has been confirmed and the Divisions have been tentatively
scheduled. Divisions 1-4 will play at City College on December 18. Divisions 5-10 will play on
January 7 at Queens College and Rustin. PowerPlay will have its Week 12 and EOS Tournament
tentatively scheduled for January 8. John reiterated his concern, made at the last meeting, about
why Power Play has an EOS tournament at all. John noted that PowerPlay pays less than any
other Power class, and feels it is unfair that PowerPlay would get more coaching and more play
time at less cost.

c.

Divisions and PowerPlay tryout wrap up – Generally, tryouts ran smoothly. We will be tweaking
some of the work assignments. The Division Play Leadership Group will review whether we want
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d.

VI.

New Business
a.

VII.

Divisions 4-6 to move to the skills-based tryout system. Max noted that when we do skills based
tryouts, it is very important to have the person running the drills have a positive and friendly
demeanor.
Power Tryouts begin this Sunday and will be run similar to last year. Leah is preparing for the
Team Power “Free Agent” tryouts.

Retreats – Seth and Trevor agree we should take advantage of new leadership and schedule a full
leadership weekend retreat. We would also have a one day Board retreat. The theme of the Board
retreat would be a reflection on the changed structure and the transition process, along with next
steps. Mike prefers that we hold the retreat at a facility that has a volleyball court and not hold the
retreat in the mountains in the winter. The Board discussed timing, which is challenging given
how tight our programming is scheduled. Max suggested a pre retreat survey. Trevor will talk
with Seth and report back on timing and a proposal.

Reports
a.

Communications – Newsletters are going out regularly. We got our 1,400th like on Facebook
recently!

b.

Elections and Nominations – The Committee will be working on the upcoming elections.
Additionally, two members recently resigned from the Activities and Outreach Leadership Group
and one member resigned from the Tournaments and Open Play Leadership Group. The
Committee will work to recommend replacements for those positions, Max is already recruiting
for his group.

c.

Grievance – Clovis presented a Grievance Committee recommendation from the Spring season
inadvertently not presented to the Board at the time. A player in Power W sustained a ending
injury between week 3 and 4, the Grievance Committee recommended a prorated refund. The
player would like her refund applied as a credit to his season. Motion by Trevor to provide a
prorated dues credit (which will become a refund if the player does not make Power W this
season), seconded by Dave. Motion passed by acclimation. During the discussion, the Board
debated where Grievance Committee recommendations of this nature should now go, and whether
the Finance Committee should be involved. Because this particular request should have been
processed under the old structure, the Board concluded that it should review this request, as it
would have last year. We will discuss how such requests are handled in the future.

d.

Tournaments and Open Play – We will begin Open Plays next week and Friendship Tournaments
the week after. Now that we have Howe on Wednesday nights, we will be holding a separate
Division 7-8 and Division 9-10 (and Power Play) Open Play on Wednesdays. Like last year,
Division 3-6 will have Open Plays each Thursday. We will be also piloting a Division 1-4 Sunday
morning Open Play this season. We are also planning on a few mixed-level Open Plays. An
overarching issue the Leadership Group has been addressing is levels of play and eligibility, which
is a source of frustration for members and administrators alike. We have removed reference to
NAGVA levels, as this was causing confusion. We also are working on simplifying the logistics
of our events so that the group can better divide the administrative work. This will require some
trial and error.
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e.

Operations – The calendar is set. We are confirming that O.Henry has all necessary supplies for
the season.

f.

Social and Community – Max reported a great beginning to the season. Our 6 th Annual Governors
Island event was held on Labor Day Weekend. Mike, who runs the event, explained that it’s our
sixth year and we had more than 75 people participate. We set up two volleyball nets and
everyone had a great time. Mike and Eric have discussed adding a semi-official grass volleyball
tournament to the event in future years. Max is working on assigning Leadership Group members
to supervise upcoming events. Doug Morris arranged for a shopping night at a skincare vendor, to
be held on September 20. The Fall Welcome Social is scheduled for September 27 at Industry,
which will donate $100 for the event. We have been circulating the coming out postcards at
tryouts. The postcards make for a nice icebreaker and Max wants to continue to do it.

g.

Strategic Planning – 501(c)(3) paperwork is being prepared. We will have an organization-wide
vote in December to approve the switch.

h.

Coaching – the Committee still does not have a Chair. Eric is setting the Committee up and
handling the “matchmaking” duties this season.

i.

Webmaster/Website Update – John has been addressing immediate needs such as adding
Instagram to the website and making sure the database can accommodate a 10th player where
appropriate.

VIII.

Announcements – Eric is back in Division 9, after seven years in Divisions 7 and 8, but he is actually
happy to be there. Eric shared his tryout experiences with the Board. He was not going to try out for
Division 9 because he was hurt from being excluded from Divisions he played in for so long but
changed his mind at the last minute. After being selected in Division 9, Eric was so thankful to still
have the opportunity to play and be part of our community. Eric questioned whether stigma of being
in a higher or lower division hurts our ability to build community. Mike is looking forward to the
season. Dave is looking forward to week 2, playing Max's team. Mark was promoted to a new
position. John was in Boston for NAGVA. John guaranteed a victory against Patrick this season.
Patrick is looking forward to the beginning of the season and power tryouts. Patrick guaranteed a
victory against John. Max said Eric and Mike did a good job with Sunday tryouts. Many people
thanked Max for how he ran tryouts. Max found the feedback very rewarding. Clovis and John
Wetsell are on the same team as they have been many times. Clovis is enjoying his new job with a lot
going on. Trevor thanks Eric, Seth, Mike for all their work helping to run this past weekend. Trevor is
looking forward to Power tryouts and Power this season. This is an exciting time for Trevor with his
promotion and the inauguration of a new President of NYU.

IX.

Adjournment – John moves to adjourn, seconded by Max. Motion passes by acclimation.
Meeting adjourned at 9:21 PM. Next meeting tentatively October 11, 2016 at 7:30 PM. We may
reschedule.
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Our Mission: To improve the quality of life for GLBTQ individuals by building community through the sport of volleyball.

Minutes of the Tuesday, August 9, 2016 Meeting of the Board of Directors
Location: New York University: 25 West 4th Street – 4th Floor / New York, New York 10001
Meeting Attendance
Trevor Cano – President
Eric Eichenholtz – Secretary
Michael Hess – Treasurer
Patrick So – VP of Division Play*
Leah Hughey – VP of Training*
Max Szadek – VP of Administration and Outreach
Douglas Christian – Director
David Fredericks – Director

Mark Liu – Director
Yuxiang Sun – Director
John Wetsell – Director
Alan Amechazurra – Past President
Josh Christensen – Past President
Seth Eichenholtz – Past President
Lew Smith – Past President
Clovis Thorn – Grievance Officer (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present *=Member Attending by Phone
I.

Call to Order – Trevor called the meeting to order at 7:31 PM

II.

Approval of Minutes – July 2016 – Alan pointed out some spelling errors and Eric made the
appropriate corrections. John moves to approve the minutes, seconded by Alan. Motion passes by
acclimation.

III.

Public Comment – No members of the public are present.

IV.

Officers’ Reports
a.

President – Trevor announced that the Board’s November meeting is the third Tuesday in
November (November 15) to avoid a conflict with Election Day. The January meeting is January
10. If a December meeting is needed, it will be held on December 6.

b.

Vice President of Division Play – The Division Play Leadership Group met and ties for Captain
and Alternate positions were broken. We will need a new Division 4 Representative because
David McDermott will be taking the fall season off. Patrick will work with Max to recruit
someone. The Leadership Group also discussed Division 4, in particular how to restore its
membership to full capacity after needing to reduce the players per team last season due to lack of
interest. The Leadership Group discussion is set out fully in that Group’s July meeting minutes.
This season, Division 4 will again tryout with Divisions 5 and 6. After tryouts, the
Leadership Group will evaluate the situation and get back to the Board with a proposal for
the Spring by our November Board meeting.

c.

Vice President of Training -- Leah held two meetings with the Training Leadership Group, the
first was in person and the second was by phone. Members of the Training Leadership Group are
excited to be part of the new structure and has a great deal of interested in getting more involved.
Jeff Lipton attended the meetings.
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i. PowerPlay proposal – Most of the Training Leadership Group’s time focused on the new
program to replace Power F that will be a combination of Division Play and Power. The
Training Leadership Group recommended the name “Power Play.” The program will
have the following structure:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Coaching – three Power Coaches will be assigned to the program. There will be
a fourth “trainee coach” who will be someone who has been trained at a higher
level of Power and shows promise and interest in coaching. The coaches will
rotate between the teams during the season so that everyone gets different
coaching perspectives.
Capacity and Cost – Based on the discussions at the last Board meeting,
PowerPlay will have capacity for 40 players. The Training Leadership Group
has set the cost at $195 because that is halfway between the price of a Power
class and Division Play.
Tryouts – Power Play tryouts will occur along with Division 9 and 10. When
players show up for tryouts, we will ask them if they are interested in
PowerPlay. Those players interested not selected for Divisions 9 or 10 will be
considered for PowerPlay. Coaches will divide the players into teams.
Timing – Each week is three hours (2 PM – 5 PM at Howe). The teams will
receive one hour of training (including volleyball fundamentals, how to set up
the equipment and Gotham history).
Skill level – PowerPlay is for beginners and that is how it will be advertised.
Players could theoretically self-select out of higher Divisions to play in
PowerPlay if they choose.

ii. Team Power individual tryouts –Some of the returning Team Power teams may merge,
and we may have more vacancies than teams interested. The Tournaments Leadership
Group would like to hold individual Team Power tryouts to boost participation in the
program. The tryouts would be similar to a scrimmage run by the Coaches. The
interested players would register individually for tryouts and afterward Captains looking
to form teams could ask players to join their team.
iii. USAV Proposal – Jeff Lipton would like us to consider sponsoring a USAV tournament.
Leah will look into this further. Eric will work with Leah on the possibility of using
some Friendship Tournament time for this program if we are interested.
d.

VP of Activities and Outreach – Max reached out to Callen Lorde and they have agreed to attend
one tryout and pass out free hand sanitizer. Max is still working on which tryout, likely during
one of the September tryouts. Max would like to work with the Tournaments and Open Play
Leadership Group on a Corporate Outreach event where Gotham would sponsor a volleyball
clinic. The Activities and Outreach Leadership Group also discussed having a shopping event. A
local business has asked to hold ab open house for Gotham members with discounts, give away
prizes, etc. Industry has agreed to host the Welcome Social September 27 and will give a $100
donation for charity of our choice.

e.

Secretary – No report.

f.

Treasurer -- Mike passed around the balance sheet. We ran negative for July because the cost of
the Fire Island tournament appears from July but all revenue from the tournament was collected in
June. Mike will look into whether we can use Venmo.
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V.

Old Business
a.

Board Committees – The Elections and Nominations Committee met on July 20th. The Committee
nominated and the Board subsequently approved the following slate of nominees for
vacancies in Gotham Committees:
i. Finance Committee: Mike Hess (Chair), Alan Amechazurra (Board), Josh Christensen
(Board), Dave Fredericks (Board), Yuxiang Sun (Board), Jacob Rossmer (Non-Leader
Member at Large), John Pisciotta (Power), Chris Ng (A&O), Ricardo Matsumoto
(T&OP)
ii. Communications Committee (ad hoc): Seth Eichenholtz (Chair), Doug Christian, Eric
Eichenholtz, Mark Liu, Max Szadek, Clovis Thorn, Tai Oka
iii. Operations Committee (ad hoc): Lew Smith (Chair), Trevor Cano, Eric Eichenholtz,
Leah Hughey, Patrick So, Alan Amechazurra, Mark Liu, Yuxiang Sun, Clovis Thorn,
John Rappaport, Keith Myers
iv. Coaching Committee (ad hoc): (Chair TBD), Mike Hess, Leah Hughey, Max Szadek,
John Wetsell, Kyle Williams, Brian Henley
v. Website Update Committee (ad hoc): John Wetsell (Chair), Trevor Cano, Josh
Christensen, Doug Christian, Seth Eichenholtz, Mike Hess, Patrick So, Max Szadek,
James Wong, Stephen McMillen

John asked if members can still join the Committees. Trevor said it is up to the Chair, but there is no
limit on the size of the ad hoc committees. Alan asked how the Finance Committee will work. Mike
said it will have less formal meetings, but will be doing a lot of work helping with dues collection and
discussing financial issues.
b.

VI.

New Business
a.

b.

VII.

Membership Communications – We will set up communications to educate about our new
Membership options. Eric will work with Mike on the logistics of keeping track of people who
pay the membership fees. We will tell people about the new membership fee option at tryouts so
that people not selected for teams can become members if they want.

Fall Schedule – We have an extra night (Wednesday) at Howe. Trevor will met with Leah and
Patrick about how to fit all 12 weeks of the season in because Rustin will not be available for two
of our normal weeks.
Tryouts – Registration will open this Saturday. Eric will e-mail the Board about testing the system
prior to opening registration.

Reports
a.

Grievance – Welcome back Clovis!

b.

Operations – Lew reported the Committee had a very productive meeting. Every school we have
space in will have a liaison from the Committee so that we can build better relationships with the
schools. Patrick will continue to prepare the Gotham Leader on Duty (GLOD schedule). The
Committee will have sub-group working on finding more gym space.
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VIII.

c.

Strategic Planning – 501(c)(3) paperwork is being prepared. We are filling it out by ourselves
because we were unable to obtain legal representation. We are hoping to be a 501(c)(3)
organization by the beginning of the 2017 fiscal year. Trevor explained that we will probably
have two retreats this year: the first will be a Board specific retreat and the second a full
leadership retreat in the City for one day.

d.

Tournaments and Open Play – Pre-Tryout Open Plays are scheduled for August 17 (Division 4-6),
August 18 (Divisions 1-3), August 31 (Divisions 7-8) and September 1 (Divisions 9-10). Regular
Open Plays will resume the week after Labor Day.

e.

Community – We are hoping to increase turnout for the Coming Out Project and will be handing
out the Coming Out Postcards at tryouts. National Coming Out Day is October 11, but we will be
holding our celebration one week early at Rustin.

f.

Communications – Seth reminded the Board that if announcements need to go out, please e-mail
communications@gothamvolleyball.org as much of advance as possible. The Communications
Committee had its organizational meeting and divided its work into three areas: Website, Social
Media, E-Mail News. Seth will take care of website content at the Board Wiki, Trevor will
continue to update the Website Calendar and Clovis is reviewing the website to make content is up
to date and accurate. Eric, Doug and Max will handle Social Media. We hope to obtain
administrative access to our defunct Board Facebook repurpose that group into a Leadership
group. Doug, Mark and Tai will work on the E-Newsletter.

g.

Historian – no report.

h.

Webmaster/Website Update – John has been going through he website to clean up bad links and
also added a feature that allows team names to be edited in our tournament registration system.
The Website Update Committee had its first meeting, which went about four hours. The
Committee reviewed the ideas for the new website discussed at the January retreat and came up
with some additional ideas. The Committee will meet again soon to categorize all items on the
“wish list” and determine the level of need for the different items. The Committee will then move
toward drafting an RFP. The timeframe for a new website is a year to 18 months.

i.

Elections and Nominations – Trevor will be putting together the October elections schedule. We
will be voting to elect Division and Power representatives.

j.

PowerPlay Training Coach – Leah asked to be sure that the Board understood the “training” coach
would be getting a dues waiver. The Board agreed this was a good idea.

k.

Coaching Committee – No report.

Announcements – Eric said he was excited at how much we got done in the last month because of the
new structure. Mike wished Eric and Seth a happy birthday. Leah is excited for the Olympics. Josh
survived the DMV today, but just barely. Josh’s birthday is this weekend. Yuxiang said it’s amazing
to hear all the work the Committees have done. Thanks to everyone who donated to Yuxiang’s halfmarathon. Clovis took a new job at the Grand Street Settlement House. Trevor thanked everyone for
the time they have been putting in to all the Committee meetings. It’s great to see everyone delving in
to the new structure. Trevor is being promoted to Director of Special Events.
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IX.

Adjournment – Seth moves to adjourn, seconded by Alan. Motion passes by acclimation.
Meeting adjourned at 9:15 PM. Next meeting September 13, 2016 at 7:30 PM.
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Our Mission: To improve the quality of life for GLBTQ individuals by building community through the sport of volleyball.

Minutes of the Thursday, July 12, 2016 Meeting of the Board of Directors
Location: New York University: 25 West 4th Street – 4th Floor / New York, New York 10001
Meeting Attendance
Trevor Cano – President
Eric Eichenholtz – Secretary
Michael Hess – Treasurer
Patrick So – VP of Division Play
Leah Hughey – VP of Training
Max Szadek – VP of Administration and Outreach
Douglas Christian – Director
David Fredericks – Director

Mark Liu – Director
Yuxiang Sun – Director
John Wetsell – Director
Alan Amechazurra – Past President
Josh Christensen – Past President
Seth Eichenholtz – Past President
Lew Smith – Past President
Clovis Thorn – Grievance Officer (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
I.

Call to Order – Trevor called the meeting to order at 7:30 PM

II.

Approval of Minutes – June 2016 – Doug moves to approve the minutes, seconded by Mike.
Motion passes by acclimation.

III.

Public Comment – No members of the public are present.

IV.

Officers’ Reports
a.

President – Trevor announced that we will appoint the Elections and Nominations committee
today so that it can finalize the other Board committees. Once the Operations Committee is
formed, it will finalize the fall schedule.

b.

Vice President of Division Play -- Patrick is looking forward to working in this new role. Patrick
is holding the first meeting of the Division Play Leadership Group shortly. Trevor and Patrick
explained that they would like the Operations Committee to manage the Gotham Leader On Duty
schedule, which had traditionally been done by the League Manager. Trevor explained that it
makes more sense for operations to manage it and maintain the schedule holistically because the
roster of Gotham leaders who perform this function extend beyond the Leadership Group. Trevor
explained that the Friendship Tournaments and Open Play schedules will still be maintained by
the Tournaments and Open Play Leadership Group.

c.

Vice President of Training -- Leah is scheduling the first meeting, tentatively for next Monday.
The Leadership Group will focus on roles, responsibilities and organization. Leah’s goal is to hit
the ground running.
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i. Power Fundamentals Proposal – Leah proposed a solution to the recurring issue of having
too many players register for Division Play and not enough for Power Fundamentals. It
could also address a concern that we do not have enough quality coaching at the lower
levels of Division Play. Leah wants to create a hybrid Power class and Division that
would serve as an introduction to Gotham. The teams would get an hour for warmups
conducted by Power Coaches. During the warmup time, the Coaches would also teach
the team about how to put up the net, acclimate them to our Gotham Community, and
acquaint them with our history. Following warmups, the teams would have three
matches, 15 minutes each, just like in Division Play. The Power coaches would serve as
the coaches for the teams. An extensive discussion ensued in which the Board
expressed approval for Leah’s proposal, suggesting a four-team pilot program for
the Fall season with 10 players selected per team. The Board also discussed several
logistical issues:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

d.

Responsible group – The Training Leader Group will take the lead on
developing this proposal, with input and coordination with the Division Play
Leadership Group. Leah will work with Patrick on coordinating.
Cost – the cost of the program would cost more than Division play because of
the expense of the coaching. However, we will attempt to subsidize the program
somewhat, particularly in the pilot stage, to encourage involvement.
Limitations – You could not play in a higher Division or higher Power class.
This program will be designed for true beginners who are not yet ready for the
higher levels in either program.
Tryouts – The Board discussed how the creation of this pilot affects tryouts. No
conclusion was reached, as the Board will await the more detailed proposal
coming from the Leadership Group
Time Frame – The time of the program each week would be kept comparable to
that of Division Play, as an extended time commitment might dissuade people
from participation.

Vice President of Activities and Outreach – Max has now met with the Leadership Group twice.
We raised $500 from our Summer Welcome Social to benefit the victims of the Pulse nightclub
shooting in Orlando Florida. The venue also verbally agreed to provide a donation, but
unfortunately, it has not yet come through.
i. Discretionary Fund Proposal – Max requested a $1,000 discretionary budget for
Activities and Outreach programming. Max explained that he has personally spent his
own money on items such as posters for events and the like and he believes that
providing this small amount is an important commitment to our growing community and
outreach programming. Eric asked whether Max would allocate the money personally or
whether the Leadership Group would do so. Max said he would like to be the one
allocating the money, because requiring a vote each time the fund would take too long
and defeat the purpose of providing reimbursement for small expenses. While Eric trusts
Max's discretion, he is concerned about setting a precedent here, thinking the money is
best managed as determined by the entire Leadership Group for several reasons,
including transparency and making sure all views are taken into account.
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Other Board members disagreed that allowing Max to allocate the funding sets a bad
precedent, saying they were comfortable with a VP controlling a modest budget such as
this, and cited some other examples of times we have a Gotham leader allocate a
discretionary budget. Other members stated that while there was a possibility for abuse,
we can address any concerns by requiring an accounting of how the money is spent. In
addition, if the Leadership Group believes Max is not allocating the money fairly, the
Leadership Group can vote to ask the Board to allocate funds differently. The consensus
seemed to be that the Board was ok with giving a leader discretion over a modest budget
with sufficient safeguards.
Trevor moves to allocate $1,000 to the Activities and Outreach Leadership Group, managed by the Chair of
that Group, with quarterly reports submitted to the Finance Committee on how the funds are spent. Seth
seconds the motion. Trevor decided to hold a roll call vote on the motion. Trevor called the roll of Board
members and the motion passed 12-0 as follows:
Name
Trevor Cano

Position
President

Vote
Yes

Eric Eichenholtz

Secretary

Yes

Mike Hess

Treasurer

Yes

Patrick So

VP Division Play

Yes

Leah Hughey

VP Training

Yes

Max Szadek

VP A & O

Yes

Mark Liu

Director

Yes

Douglas Christian

Director

Yes

David Fredericks

Director

Yes

Yuxiang Sun

Director

Absent

John Wetsell

Director

Absent

Alan Amechazurra

Past President

Absent

Josh Christensen

Past President

Yes

Seth Eichenholtz

Past President

Yes

Lew Smith

Past President

Yes

e.

Secretary – Eric shared some thoughts from his experiences in the first month of our new
structure. He was surprised how much time must be devoted to orienting and engaging our new
leaders. Eric stated our goal should be to have our Leadership Groups and committees organized
and communicating by the time the Fall season begins so that we can tap into the full potential of
our expanded leadership. Eric is collecting and distributing the minutes keeping track of Gotham
leadership attendance at meetings and participation because it is required under the proposed dues
waiver policy.

f.

Treasurer -- Mike reported that we are in good shape entering the Fiscal Year. Mike has been
working on the transition and now has access to all accounts, including PayPal. Our Q1 expenses
will be slightly higher because we held make-up classes for Power C, D, E and F in June and the
expenses for those classes will be posted for this Fiscal Year.
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V.

VI.

Old Business
a.

Action Prior to Meeting – On June 9, 2016, Leah made a motion, seconded by Eric, to approve
the nomination of Krystyn Gatto for Power C Representative. The Board voted by
electronic ballot and the motion passed by a vote of 10-1-2.

b.

NYC Pride – Pride march went really well even though we didn't have a float or car. Over 100
people attended and our 35th Anniversary shirts were very popular. Josh and Trevor talked about
the possibility of having a float every other year. Leah suggested we also consider arching
balloons.

c.

Conflict of Interest Policy – Eric made the small revision requested at last meeting. Dave moves
to adopt the Conflict of Interest Policy, seconded by Leah. Motion passes by acclimation.

d.

Dues Waiver Policy – Eric reviewed the edits made to the policy, reflecting our discussions at the
last meeting and giving the Finance Committee additional authority to review Board Members and
avoid potential conflicts of interest. Seth moves to adopt the Dues Waiver Policy, seconded by
Josh. Motion passes by acclimation.

New Business
a.

Charitable Giving – Trevor wants the Board to consider how we should go about deciding on
fundraising priorities and determining which organizations get money from particular events.
Several ideas were proposed including having the Leadership Groups and Tournament Directors
identify priorities, having the membership vote between certain community organizations
proposed by members who have ties to that organization. The Board also discussed oversight,
benchmarks, and qualifiers for receiving funds. It was also noted that after we become a 501(c)(3)
organization, we may wish to fundraise for Gotham itself. Trevor said the Board should consider
these various ideas, as this discussion will be ongoing.

b.

Board Committees – Trevor is asking the Board to appoint the remaining members of the
Elections and Appointments Committee so that committee can begin its work. Once at full
membership, the Committee will meet and finalize the rest of the standing and ad hoc Committee
slates. The vacant positions on the Elections and Appointments Committee are the three Board
member seats. We have three Board members who put that committee as their first or second
choice: Seth Eichenholtz, Dave Fredericks and Lew Smith. Trevor moves to appoint Seth
Eichenholtz, Dave Fredericks and Lew Smith to be the Board Member representatives on
the Elections and Appointments Committee for 2016-2017, seconded by Mike. Motion
passes by acclimation.

c.

Fall Tryout Tabling – Max made a proposal suggested by Gotham member Richard Dworkin that
Collin-Lorde be allowed to have a table at our Fall tryouts. Max believes they are a natural fit for
us because they are located right next to Rustin and are a 501(c)(3) organization that serves the
LGBT community. The Board discussed how this would work logistically, given the large
crowds. A table could be placed in the lobby or in a hallway on the 6 th floor. The Board also
discussed whether providing pamphlets or cards is a possibility. Board members also expressed
concern about whether this would open the door to many organizations wishing to table at our
events, requiring Gotham to choose and prioritize. Max agreed to check in with Callen-Lorde and
report to the Board about what they would be interested in doing.
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VII.

Reports
a.

Grievance – no report

b.

Tournaments and Open Play – Eric reported that the Leadership Group held its first meeting on
June 29 and will meet again on July 26. The Group is in the process of assigning roles and getting
organized.

c.

Communications – Trevor and Eric are handling communications until the new ad hoc
Communications Committee is established. Please e-mail
communications@gothamvolleyball.org if you have any information you want posted on social
media or in an e-blast. Josh noted that at the moment we do not have a store of e-mails that are
sent and received – such e-mails are maintained in the Board member’s personal account because
we are using forwarders. E-mails have good historical value and having an e-mail store will aid in
transitions. Josh priced products that could meet our needs and shared the information he obtained
with the Board.

d.

Strategic Planning – Seth drafted a website with a Q&A about the new Membership policy.
Trevor asked whether we want to devote a special e-mail to the new policy or announce it in a
regular e-mail blast. The consensus of the Board was to announce it in a regular e-mail blast,
because the new policy does not make any major changes to the members’ dues. Seth is
obtaining the necessary paperwork to allow us to apply for 501(c)(3) status.

e.

Historian – Gotham member John Reinhardt asked if he could make a documentary about Gotham
and Pride. Trevor will ask him for a summary of what he plans on doing so we can determine how
best to support John’s project. Leah mentioned that we should discuss filming players in general
and to what extent we wish to permit it.

f.

Webmaster – no report

VIII.

Announcements -- Josh announced there will be a Fire Island Tournament party with food. Doug
announced that on the 19th, James Sharp is having a goodbye party and people should come. Dave is
excited about the Fire Island tournament. Seth thanks Leah for her great idea about an introductory
division in Gotham. Leah is back from the Ukraine, it was an amazing trip -- the first visit in 21 years,
and the first time her daughter met her grandmother.

IX.

Adjournment – Doug moves to adjourn, seconded by Max. Motion passes by acclimation.
Meeting adjourned at 9:50 PM. Next meeting August 9, 2016 at 7:30 PM.
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Our Mission: To improve the quality of life for GLBTQ individuals by building community through the sport of volleyball.

Minutes of the Thursday, June 9, 2016 Meeting of the Board of Directors
Location: New York University: 25 West 4th Street – 4th Floor / New York, New York 10001
Meeting Attendance
Trevor Cano – President
Eric Eichenholtz – Secretary
Michael Hess – Treasurer
Patrick So – VP of Division Play
Leah Hughey – VP of Training*
Max Szadek – VP of Administration and Outreach *
Douglas Christian – Director*
David Fredericks – Director*

Mark Liu – Director**
Yuxiang Sun – Director*
John Wetsell – Director
Alan Amechazurra – Past President
Josh Christensen – Past President
Seth Eichenholtz – Past President
Lew Smith – Past President
Clovis Thorn – Grievance Officer (Non-Voting)

Bold = Present
*Indicates appointee confirmed at this meeting participating as a member of the Board after confirmation.
**Indicates member participated by phone.
Other Gotham Leaders Present: David McDermott (Division 4 Representative), Marshall Vickers (Power A
Representative), Pierce Vo (Power D Representative)
I)

Call to Order -- Trevor called the meeting to order at 7:05 PM

II) Approval of Minutes – Lew moves to approve the May 2016 minutes, seconded by Seth. Motion passes by
acclimation.
III) Public Comment – We have various Gotham leaders and Board appointees present. None have comments at
this time.
IV) Organizational Session
A) Gotham Leadership Appointments – Per the bylaws, we are supposed to vote on confirming the leadership
appointees nominated by the previous Board. In future years, the Power representatives and Directors will
be elected and the Elections and Appointments Committee will nominate the other appointees. Trevor
announced the Board will table this vote until later in the meeting in order to give some of the appointees
additional time to arrive.
B) Scheduling of Board meetings – Trevor announced that, for the time being, the Board of Directors will
meet on the second Tuesday of each month as it had in the past. In the future, we expect that the Board of
Directors will need to meet less frequently. Lew said keeping the same meeting time makes sense, as the
Board of Directors is still the largest leadership group to meet. Eric said that he expects all of the
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Leadership Groups that meet regularly, such as Division Play and Power, will choose a regular meeting
time. Tuesdays would be best for most groups, except for Power.
C) Creation of Ad Hoc Committees – Trevor announced that he has created four ad hoc committees in addition
to the standing committees specified in the bylaws.
i) Operations – this committee will handle scheduling, permits, relationships with facilities, security,
supplies and equipment. Trevor announced he will be appointing Lew to chair this committee.
ii) Communications – this Committee will coordinate all communication, including social media and our
regular e-blasts. Anthony Fioriello, who has been working on these, will likely chair this Committee.
iii) Coaching – as discussed at retreat, this Committee will focus on recruiting and training volunteer
coaches, as well as pairing those coaches with Division Play teams.
iv) Website Update – this Committee will be charged with working on the overhaul of our website. John
Wetsell will likely chair this Committee.
D) Assignment of Board Members to standing and ad hoc committees – All Board members will need to serve
on committees. Trevor will circulate a Survey Monkey survey that all Board members will fill out with
their preferences and will assign Board members to committees based on those preferences.
E) Email Aliases and Google Groups – Trevor will be setting up Google Groups for all leadership groups and
committees. Eric raised the possibility of a Google Group for all leaders. However, if we want to reach out
to all leaders, we can send an e-mail to all of the Google Groups. Trevor and Eric discussed e-mail aliases
for Gotham leaders. Board members who have a specific position (such as President, Secretary, etc.) will
keep their position name e-mail aliases. Directors and Past Presidents will get e-mail aliases of
firstname.lastname@gothamvolleyball.org. Division Play and Training leadership group members will
have the same aliases used by Division Representatives and Power class assistants in the past. Trevor then
opened up a discussion about others. Seth suggested that committee members and members of leadership
groups who do not have specific roles will not get Gotham aliases. The Board agreed, concerned that
having to create and manage so many new e-mail aliases will be problematic.
V) Officers’ Reports
A) President – Trevor welcomed everyone to the first meeting and thanked everyone who has helped with the
transition. This is the culmination of years of work and planning. Trevor asked that everyone remain
patient and flexible as we work out the kinks of the new structure. Moving forward, our job on the Board
will be to focus on more “big picture issues,” and the detailed, day to day issues will be the purview of the
Leadership Groups.
B) Vice President of Division Play – Patrick was not present. The Captain tie-breaker will be done at the first
Division Play Leadership Group meeting.
C) Vice President of Training – No report (Leah had not yet arrived)
D) Vice President of Activities and Outreach – No report (Max had not yet arrived)
E) Secretary – Eric thanked the Board for their help so far. Eric sees this as the mid-point of Gotham’s
transition; we still have a lot of work to do. Eric’s big project this summer will be to help put together
processes to make sure all of our groups and committees are in sync and communicating. Eric also hopes
to work on improving the net setup video completed last season and do a reffing video as well.
F) Treasurer – Mike was unable to attend, but Lew gave the report on Mike’s behalf. Lew distributed the endof year reconciliation report for Fiscal Year 2016. We were in line with our budget projections generally
but finished the year $8,000 over budget. The reason was that the checks for the Spring 2015 End of
Season Party (held on May 31, the last day of Fiscal Year 2015) did not clear until June. That meant that
the expenses for three end of season parties (as opposed to two) were charged to this fiscal year, allowing
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us to end Fiscal Year 2015 more than $36,000 over budget. Considering that quirk, we actually ended both
Fiscal Year 2015 and 2016 under budget.
VI) Old Business
A) End of Season Tournaments – all tournaments ran smoothly. Having the tournament rules printed on the
brackets helped. The schedules had the second group of each tournament starting later due to the odd
number of courts. Next season, we will go back to the old schedules, which has the second group of
tournaments starting sooner.
B) Spring Fling – Eric announced Spring Fling was a success. We had 9 teams participate. David M. said he
thought the level of play was very strong. Eric said that many teams sought to add non-Gotham players
that were arguably B level over Division 9 and 10 players looking for teams. Eric cleared all of the players,
but told several of the Captains they would likely not be able to keep entering those players in subsequent C
Level tournaments, since many of them would make Division 6 or higher if they tried out for Division Play.
Eric would like the Tournaments and Open Play group to look at how we can define C level.
C) Summer League Tryouts – Trevor said it was a long night and we were not done until 1:30 PM. Tryouts
were very busy because so many players turned up and we did not have enough time to set up. Trevor said
we will likely switch to a weekend tryout for Summer League next season. Max said he hoped we could,
because tryouts really felt rushed. Eric thanked Max for quick thinking during the first tryout court when
Eric (along with about 8 other players) were unable to participate in the wave drill because time ran out.
Max allowed those players to participate in a quick wave drill as we got the next tryout court ready. Our
database now allows us to add the 10th player on summer teams, but we still do not have full functionality
for those 10th players. Max pointed out that there were several higher-level players in the gym. David M.
said that he reffed week 1 of Summer Division A and was surprised how competitive it was. Pierce asked
what should happen if a player shows up to tryout and is clearly too good for Summer League. Other
Board members commented that happens every season. Seth said we should be letting the Division Play
Leadership Group have this sort of detailed discussion. Eric said a “big picture” issue this Board should
consider is obtaining more gym space. Eric received feedback from several members asking to create a
third Division for summer play but we cannot do that because we lack gym space. Eric pointed out that
securing more gym space will allow us to solve some of the problems about what to do with high demand.
D) Summer and Fall Schedule – Trevor announced the summer schedule is set. Fire Island is the third week
in July as always. We will not have Rustin on two Saturdays this fall, October 15 and November 5. Trevor
said he will ask the Operations Committee to review and tweak the schedule to accommodate.
E) NYC Pride – Trevor passed around proofs of the Pride t-shirts that we have ordered to commemorate
Gotham’s 35th anniversary. Trevor said the T-shirts that came last year will be used next Pride. Trevor
announced that we have been unable to secure a float and he is working his hardest to get something done
as a substitute. Max and Trevor will update the Board on these efforts. Oscar will again lead our group
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during the march. We still need two more marshals. Max is very excited that the Activities and Outreach
Leadership Group is committed to helping out.
F) Membership Proposal -- Seth reviewed the latest version of the Membership proposal with the Board. The
proposal is as follows:
 Membership confers:
a. A vote in all Organization-wide elections and referendum
b. Entry in to the End of Season parties
c. Other benefits as set by the Board and the Leadership Groups


Membership is required for participation in Division Play or any Power class.



Membership is effective from October 1, or, if after October 1, from the date of payment
until the following September 30.
A member is defined as any person interested in the mission of Gotham Volleyball who
requests membership and pays the $35 non-refundable annual Membership fee, as
approved by the Board of Directors.
a. The annual membership fee is waived for anyone who participates in at least one
season of Division Play or an individual, season-long Power/Training class. Anyone
who participates in one of those programs is automatically a member.
b. If someone who has already paid the $35 fee participates in a season of Division Play
or an individual, season-long Power/Training class during the membership period, the
member may request that the $35 fee may be applied as a credit against dues for
Division Play or individual Power.
c. Players who only join Division Play or individual Power on a “replacement” basis who
pay only a pro rata portion of the season dues are not entitled to the fee waiver and
must pay the $35 fee to participate. However, if that player then plays a full season of
Division Play or individual Power season within the same membership period, they are
entitled to the $35 credit against the full season dues.
d. If a season is ongoing when the new membership year begins October 1, that season is
considered to take place in the membership period during which the season ends, and
the conferral of membership and any credits relate to that membership period only.



This proposal makes the concept of membership as transparent to Gotham participants as possible. The
idea behind this proposal is that as we move to a 501(c)(3) organization, we need a membership concept
that is based in more than just Division Play and Power. This proposal will also engage our alumni and
grow our membership. Seth explained that the Board had a consensus last meeting, but thought it was best
to have this new Board establish the policy. Trevor said that we would table the vote on this until after the
Board votes on appointments later in the meeting, so that newly-appointed Board members can participate
in the vote.
G) Emergency vote regarding dues waivers – Eric announced the vote and its results. On June 5, Eric moved,
seconded by Trevor, to waive the Summer Division Play dues for Division 7/Summer Division A
Representative Erik Johnson, Division 10/Summer Division B Representative Jarrett Adams and
Division 8 Representative Anthony Fontanello. An electronic vote was taken and the motion passed
by a vote of 8-0. Trevor explained the reason for the vote. Last weekend, Mike realized that there was no
authorization to waive the dues of our Summer A and B Representatives as well as the Division 8
Representative. Our old policy is that dues of the Board members are waived, but there are now leaders
who are not Board members and there was no policy in place to authorize dues waivers. Because Erik,
Jarrett and Anthony will be on duty throughout the summer, doing substantially the same work they would
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have done in the past, it was appropriate to waive their dues. We held an e-vote so that the issue could be
resolved before the first matches for Summer Division Play this past Monday.

VII) New Business
A) Leadership Groups Summer Priorities – the Board discussed giving guidance to the Leadership Groups
about issues for discussion over the summer. The Leadership Groups are also free to take on any issues
they feel are important. For Division Play, the Board identified resolving concerns about the low
participation rate in Division 4 and weighing creating an 11th division to meet overwhelming demand.
Leah said she is hoping the Training group will discuss Jeff Lipton’s participation and will be doing a
survey about Power to get feedback. Marshall asked how much feedback we get. Leah she is hoping to do
a survey because we do not have much feedback and she wants information so the Training group can
strategize about Power.
B) Conflict of Interest Policy – Eric introduced the draft policy. Eric said that during the process of creating
the new structure we were told that it is good practice for non-profit boards to have a Conflict of Interest
Policy. Eric adapted a model policy for our use. It is formal, containing a lot of “legalese” but the key
point is it requires disclosure of potential conflicts from Board members. Josh asked whether the “exempt
and non-exempt” reference in the comparability data section refers to tax status. Seth said it does. Eric
agreed to revise the policy to clarify.
C) Leadership Dues Waivers – Eric introduced the draft policy. Eric explained that we have had issues with
members who have left their Board positions but demanded dues waivers in subsequent seasons, claiming
Gotham owed them past waivers and even threaten to sue the league for dues waivers. This is not is the
purpose; the dues waivers are a thank you for service. We have also had problems with Board members
who avoid helping out at critical events like tryouts but then would regularly volunteer for events like Open
Play, which would allow them to participate free. This new policy clarifies that dues waivers are not
guaranteed and sets minimum standard for awarding credits for each category of leadership. Josh noted
that, in the past, Executive Board members were given credit for Division Play, Power and a Team Power
class. Josh asked if the change to limit Officers to a credit in Division Play and one Power class was
intentional. Lew said yes, it was. Trevor explained the policy gives us enough flexibility that members of
some of our Tournament Leadership Group, for example, can agree to be a Gotham Leader on Duty during
Division Play in addition to their Leadership Group duties and receive a credit for Division Play that
season. Josh asked if we budgeted enough for all leaders to get a dues waiver. Lew said yes. On Power
Representative requirements, the Board agreed the policy should specify at least one of the tryouts should
be a Power tryout. Marshall asked how often the Power Representatives need to try out. Josh said at least
once per year. Josh noted that most non-profit Boards have a “give/get” requirement, and this is our
version of that requirement. We are not requiring money, but we are asking Board members and Leaders to
give their time. Max asked for clarification about what would constitute an “activity.” Eric explained that
Max’s group could make those kind of decisions as they plan their various events and assess their needs.
Max asked whether the End of Season Party would be an activity and Eric said it should be. Leah asked for
clarification about officers and Team Power credit. Eric explained Officers would get the option of a credit
for an individual power class, or an equivalent credit for Team Power. The appropriate amount of the
credit would be deducted from the team’s entry fee. If the rest of the team did not pay their share, the
members receiving the credit would still be responsible for the balance along with the rest of the team.
Yuxiang noted that if we are putting down service requirements, the credits should apply to the next season.
Eric explained that is the practice. If someone joins the Board, they get the credit the following season.
David F. said people should be reporting in to the Board after they volunteer. Eric agreed, and noted that
he would be keeping track of signups for tryouts and events. We will compile it all (including notations if
someone failed to show, etc.) for Finance Committee review. Ultimately, the Finance Committee (which
contains non-Board/non-Leader members) will review the report and make an objective determination
about whether Board members have satisfied the criteria. Leah asked what happens if someone would get
credit but is injured and cannot participate the next season. That person can make a request to the Board,
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but the general rule is that the credits are not transferrable from one season to another. Eric will make
changes based on the discussion we had today and will submit a final policy for our next meeting.
VIII)

Reports

A) Grievance Committee – no report
B) Open Play and Tournaments – Summer Open Plays kicked off on June 2 and will continue through the
second week of August. Attendance has been in the 30s, about half capacity. Dave F. is working on
obtaining Board coverage. Seth said maybe the Tournament and Open Play Leadership Group can consider
what to do if we do not fill to capacity. Dave F. said we usually start out slow in the beginning of the
summer, so he anticipates we will be filling up as the summer continues. A discussion then ensued about
the reminder e-mails sent out about Advanced Open Play. If members wish to “unsubscribe” from those emails, they can e-mail Dave F.
C) Communications and Social Media – Trevor announced we are looking to do regular e-blasts this summer.
We will feature our new leadership, highlighting and recognizing our leaders. We will also offer people the
opportunity to be involved in the new ad hoc committees. We also want to start a “member of the week”
feature. E-mail communications@gothamvolleyball.org if you have anything that should be included in the
e-blasts.
D) Strategic Planning – Seth said his focus is now moving us to 501(c)(3) status. Lawyer’s Alliance declined
to assist us, but he is meeting with a Gotham member who may be able to guide us through the paperwork.
We will be looking to schedule a leadership-wide retreat. Josh shared some good advice he received as we
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discuss the new structure: if you have something you are working on that overwhelms you, don’t just push
that on to other leaders, because it will probably overwhelm them too.
E) Historian – no report
F) Webmaster – no report
IX) Organizational Session (continued)
A) Gotham Leadership Appointments – The Board proceeded to consider the leadership nominations received
from the outgoing Board, which was acting as the Election and Appointments Committee per Article XII,
Section (C) of the Bylaws. The Board received the following nominations:
i) Vice President of Division Play – Patrick So
ii) Vice President of Training – Leah Hughey
iii) Vice President of Activities and Outreach – Max Szadek
iv) Directors (term expires 5/31/2017) – Doug Christian, David Fredericks, Yuxiang Sun, John Wetsell
v) Grievance Officer – Clovis Thorn
vi) Training Leadership Group – Marshall Vickers (Power A), John Pisciotta (Power B), Pierce Vo (Power
D), Stephen McMillen (Power E), Sonia Parada (Power W), Clifton Wallace (Team Power B)
vii) Activities and Outreach Leadership Group – Oscar Apaydlani, Juan Arevalo, Royce Bugarin, Joe
Hemsing, Dorothy Junio, Joseph Mignano, Doug Morris, Paul Musial, Chris Ng, Kyle O’Donnell, Joey
Osio, Clifton Wallace
viii) Tournaments and Open Play Leadership Group – Oscar Apaydlani, Daniel Chacon, Joe Hemsing,
Steven Johnson, Ricardo Matsumoto, Stephen McMillen, Tim McNamara, Dan Miron, Keith Myers,
Kyle Williams, James Wong, Aisha Wu.
ix) Election and Appointments Committee Members at Large – Joseph Mignano, Keith Myers, Kyle
Williams
x) Finance Committee Members from Leadership Groups – John Pisciotta (Training), Chris Ng
(Activities and Outreach), Ricardo Matsumoto (Tournaments and Open Play)
xi) Finance Committee Members at Large – Jacob Rossmer
xii) Grievance Committee Members – Juan Arevalo (At Large), Andre Carniero (Division Play), Susan
D’Addario (Division Play), Joe Hemsing (Power), Jason Shaw (Power)
The Board also nominated Kyrstin Gatto as Power C Representative, but we have had some confusion with the
current class assistant, who was under the impression she would stay in the role. Trevor is working with all
effected to resolve this issue, so we are tabling the Power C appointment at this time. Eric moves to appoint
the above nominees, subject to each nominee being members of good standing (if the member is currently
in bad standing, their appointment is only effective after returning to good standing). Trevor seconds
the motion. Motion passes by acclimation.

X) Old Business (Continued)
F) Membership Proposal – Now that the Board has been fully appointed, we will vote on the membership
proposal. Seth moves to approve the membership proposal, seconded by David F. Motion passes by
acclimation.
XI) Announcements – Eric is looking forward to working with everyone. Mark is excited to be part of the Board.
David M. congratulates everyone on the first meeting. Doug is going to Chicago for NAGVA. Yuxiang asked
everyone to support her fundraising efforts; she is running in a half marathon. Lew finally won a gold medal in
Division 1! Seth’s team won Silver in the tournament. Seth also said Josh wins $5 for being the first one to
find his message in the Board wiki. David F. is excited to be on the Board and is looking forward to the year
ahead. Alan thought the EOS party this season was very well received. He is on day 4 of a 30 day cleanse.
Max had a meeting with the Activities and Outreach group, 6 people showed up. He is looking forward to the
Summer welcome social next week. Josh has been busy since last meeting. He went to the French Open and
was at his best friend (and former Board member) Omar Portillo’s wedding in London. Josh was proposed to
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by 3 women at the wedding! Josh finalized the Fire Island tournament. Josh thanked Eric for making a
connection that means we will probably have a party for the first time in several years. Leah is excited to be
traveling to Ukraine and that her daughter will meet her grandmother for the first time. Josh also announced
that a New York team got 3rd Place in BB during NAGVA Championships and that Team Power teams have
done well. Trevor said he is excited to be together as a Board under the new structure.

XII) Adjournment – Trevor moves to adjourn, seconded by Leah. Motion passes by acclimation. Meeting
adjourned at 9:02 PM.
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